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Remembering How America Inspired Israel 
to Enact Healthcare Reforms

BY KAREN WOLK FEINSTEIN,
PH.D.

The Pittsburgh Regional
Health Initiative recently
led a group of physicians,

health policy analysts and insur-
ers on a fact-finding visit to Israel
as guests of the Myers-JDC
Brookdale Institute – Israel’s lead-
ing social and health policy
think-tank. We were curious to
learn how Israel has achieved
universal coverage and good
health outcomes at such low
costs. 

We learned that Israel provides
generous universal healthcare
coverage via four private non-
profit insurance plans organized

on HMO concepts originally pio-
neered, but mostly abandoned, in
the United States. Financed by
progressive taxes, the basic ser-
vice entitlement is substantial
and includes physician services,
hospitalizations and medications.
As HMOs, each plan emphasizes
high quality primary care to
maintain members’ health, coor-
dinates care in the event of illness
and measures provider perfor-
mance on the basis of patient
outcomes. 

Primary care physicians prac-
tice at plan-sponsored health
centers that use state-of-the-art
information technology, patient-
centric care, and disease manage-
ment incentives to achieve re-

sults. Physicians receive rapid,
extensive feedback on perfor-
mance using quality indicators
selected and designed by fellow
physicians. Primary care in Israel
is virtually paperless, with swift
access to comprehensive patient
information through Israel’s
highly-developed national health
information technology. 

Although the health plans are
private non-profits, the Israeli
government plays a crucial role:
universal access, annual global
healthcare budget, payments to
plans based on age-adjusted cap-
itation (reducing risk selection
by insurers), and wage and price
controls for providers. This levels
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Physicians Surviving the Recession
BY JAY ANDERS, M.D.

Recently, I gave a presenta-
tion to a large primary care
group in central Ohio. I

asked the physicians how many
of them were already experienc-
ing an increase in patients not
showing for appointments and
how many were experiencing
problems collecting copayments
and/or outstanding balances. In
the group of approximately 300
physicians, about 50% of them
raised their hands. 

Even though physician salaries
have increased by 4% over 2007
levels, our industry is not reces-
sion proof. In today’s era of high

deductible health plans and
higher patient responsibility for
health care costs, physicians are
likely to see: patients canceling
or delaying services, being non-
compliant with needed preven-
tive services, stretching their
medication dollars, and generally
cutting back on spending money
for healthcare.

Emily Berry, in an article for
American Medical News, reports
approximately 3/4 of surveyed
insurance company executives
stated they expect physicians to
have cash flow problems because
of economic recession. In addi-
tion, one executive commented
that the situation for primary

care providers was especially
problematic, because their finan-
cial situations were fragile before
the recent crisis. In a second arti-
cle for the same publication,
Pamela Lewis Dolan cites the
opinion of several financial con-
sultants in relation to how the
“credit crunch” might affect
physician practices. Overall, the
consensus is, physicians are not
immune to problems with both
their personal and practice
finances. As uncollectible debt
builds on practice books, this
debt can weigh heavily on a
financial institution that is decid-
ing whether to lend capital. On

Dr. Jay Anders
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Call 412 826-2707 for more information.

HEALTH AND WELLNESS FAIR, SEPT. 23
REHAB CHAMPIONS AWARDS

HARMARVILLE AND SEWICKLEY CELEBRATE 
NATIONAL REHABILITATION WEEK.

For more than a quarter century, HealthSouth has been the rehabilitation 
provider of choice when patients and families need a higher level of care.

In celebration of National Rehabilitation Week, the 22,000 employees of 
HealthSouth would like to recognize and thank the thousands of patients 
and families that trusted us with their or a loved one’s recovery. Your 
strength and courage inspires us to reach new limits in our mission of 
providing the highest-quality rehabilitative care. Choose HealthSouth, 
and let the healing begin.

Harmarville
320 Guys Run Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15238

Sewickley
303 Camp Meeting Road, Sewickley, PA 15143
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Like most of you, I’ve been watching the debate
over healthcare reform with heightened interest.

First and foremost, as an American, I know that
any change to our healthcare system likely will have

a profound effect on not just on me, but my family and
our future generations. Adding to my interest—and consterna-

tion—is the simple fact that as publisher of Western Pennsylvania Hospital News, I
am intimately (and fiscally!) connected to the healthcare system that could be rad-
ically altered—for better or worse.
That’s why I find it disconcerting to watch how this process and the necessary debate
is unfolding in Washington, DC, as well as countless small towns and big cities
throughout America during August Town hall meetings, which, ideally, should pro-
vide a forum for citizens to express their questions and concerns about the proposed
healthcare legislation. Instead, they have become nothing more than shouting
matches whose end result is to further galvanize opposing positions.
To be fair, I don’t think the U.S. House of Representatives helped the process from
the beginning by producing the now-infamous “1,000-page bill” that most elected
officials admitted they weren’t likely to read and, even if they would, were also not
likely to understand.
Such a foolhardy decision—intentional or not—to obfuscate the proposed legisla-
tion guaranteed that friend and foe alike to the idea of reform could twist the bill to
be anything they wanted it to be: from a finely crafted, detailed work of genius to an
ambiguous Trojan Horse hiding the real intent of its authors, which is to steal liber-
ty right out from under us.
Add to that what has become a staple of American discourse—crowd pandering and
fear mongering by anyone with a blog, a column, or a television show—and we
could have predicted the reaction: an angry, frightened, and confused populace,
worked into a red hot frenzy, just waiting to rip into an elected official, any elected
official, to prevent the good ol’ U S of A from plummeting head long into a pit of

Socialism. (And we used to think Groucho Marx’s rendition of “Whatever It Is, I’m
Against It” was funny in its exaggeration.)
But here’s the problem. Lost in the din of the shouting and rampant misinformation
spewed is a basic American ideal of helping our neighbor in need. That’s now been
replaced by the idea of letting everyone worry about himself or herself.
It’s ironic to hear some of the same senior citizens say they fear any healthcare
reform that includes a role for government who they happily flash their Medicare
cards when needing treatment and cash their Social Security checks because, well,
they’re entitled.
It’s also troubling to hear some who are opposed to the proposed legislation warn
about “death panels”—knowing full well the frightening image this invokes—when,
in the same breath, they admit they don’t understand the bill. 
Am I advocating for passage of the legislation as proposed? Not at all. Count me
among the millions of Americans—including most of our Congressmen and
Senators—who haven’t read it. But what I am advocating is this. First, let’s encour-
age—no, let’s demand—from everyone, including our elected officials, a return to
civility. Let’s look at common ground first, such as what seems to be a majority opin-
ion that our healthcare system can be improved for the good of all Americans.
Whether that improvement demands a complete overhaul or just some fine tuning
is yet to be determined. But we’ll never reach common ground if we’ve dug our heels
too far into the mud. 
And finally, let’s begin this process in the spirit of that guiding principle I mentioned
earlier: to care for each other. Just that small step would go a long way toward
improving healthcare for all Americans and securing the overall health of our
nation.

Harvey Kart 
You can reach Harvey Kart at hdkart@aol.com or (404) 402-8878 x102.

Trying to Hear Above
the Shouting
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Corazon, a Pittsburgh-based firm
with a second office in Ft.
Lauderdale, FL, brings specialized

advice and progressive thinking for strate-
gic program development, offering con-
sulting, recruitment, and interim manage-
ment for the heart, vascular, and stroke
specialties. 

This fall, Corazon will host their 12th
national conference in their hometown of
Pittsburgh—the newly-crowned “City of
Champions.” The two-day event will pre-
sent an exciting opportunity for adminis-
trative and physician leaders to exchange
ideas and gain new insight into making the
most of the heart, vascular, and stroke spe-
cialties—strategically and financially
important service lines at many facilities. 

2009 Annual Corazon Conference high-
lights include: 
• Optimal process for heart attacks and

brain attacks.
• Effective marketing strategies for the

service line, including “Web 2.0”
options.

• The Physician Enterprise Model for
partnering.

• Operational and facility upgrades that
can mean the difference between clini-
cal and financial success or failure.

• New developments in EP and PCI. 
• Innovative perspectives about the

impact of program expansion on the
community.

•  JCAHO Certification for specialty pro-
grams.

According to Karen Hartman, President
of Corazon, “We’re excited to bring our
national conference to our hometown this
year … as always, we’ve assembled a great
panel of speakers that will address the
hottest topics in our dynamic industry in
an open forum that encourages discussion.
There’s also time for networking with
speakers, exhibitors, and other attendees,
and time to enjoy all that Pittsburgh has to
offer … including a field trip to our new
Casino …” 

An impressive panel of experts will be
featured at this year’s event:

• Dr. Howard Feldman, Medical
Director of the Heart Center at Mercy
Medical Center in Roseburg, OR, will
deliver the keynote address, including
proven advice for hospitals embarking on
any type of service expansion or program
improvement. He will share lessons
learned from his experience of building
the Mercy Oregon heart program from a
diagnostic-only lab to an advanced Center
that offers a full continuum of care. 

• Dr. Anthony Yanni, Chief Medical
Officer at Mercy Hospital of Scranton, will
pair with Corazon’s Lorraine Buck to dis-
cuss the latest trends in Electrophysiology,
including the rationale for program devel-
opment. 

• Jean Range, Executive Director of
JCAHO Disease-Specific Certification, will
speak with Corazon’s Stacey Lang about
the details of the certification process and
the benefits and challenges of such an
undertaking. 

• Austin Cleveland, CEO of Lower
Bucks Hospital and also of MatchMD, will
share the podium with Corazon’s Amy
Newell to discuss optimal care processes—
both clinical and operational—for the
time-sensitive conditions of heart attacks
and brain attacks. 

• Special guest Tony Quatrini, the
Director of Marketing for six-time
Superbowl Champs The Pittsburgh
Steelers, will share ideas for channeling
passion, hard work, and dedication into a
winning effort. His advice will apply to any
team in any setting, while giving attendees
a glimpse into the Steelers Organization’s
drive to succeed…

• You’ll also hear from these notable
speakers: Pat Raffaele, VP of Advocacy and
Communications for Hospital Council of
Western PA; Jim Zito, CEO of The Prairie
Cardiovascular Center in Springfield, IL;
and Matt Smithmeier, Director of PR and
Marketing for Liberty Hospital in

Missouri. 
The annual confer-

ence also offers various
networking opportuni-
ties and other activi-
ties, including a wel-
come reception, break-
fast panel with the
conference exhibitors,
and an outing to
Pittsburgh’s new
River’s Casino. 

Corazon to Bring Hospital Leaders to Pittsburgh for 
National Conference on Heart, Vascular, & Stroke

The Annual Corazon Conference:
“Raising the Stakes: Playing a Winning Hand in Heart, 

Vascular, & Stroke”
October 6-7

Doubletree Hotel / Pittsburgh Airport - 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

For more information about this year’s conference, 
or for registration details, visit www.corazoninc.com 

or call 412-364-2800. 
Various discounts are available – inquire today!

Register for Corazon’s Annual Conference to
make the most of your educational dollars. 

Attendees will hear real-world experiences and
learn practical strategies to become a WINNER
in the heart, vascular, and stroke service lines!
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COMMENTARY

Integrative Medicine

Massage, Flower Essences, Spiritual
Healing, Drumming, Reiki,
Acupuncture, Music, Aroma,

Humor, Pet, and Art Therapy; all of these
healing practices were formerly referred to
as Alternative or Complementary Medicine.
They deserve, however, to be referred to as
Integrative Medicines because when we
integrate these various disciplines with
other contemporary healing methodolo-
gies, the results can be amazing. 

As a hospital CEO, it brought me great
satisfaction to introduce all of these treat-
ments to the healing environment of the
hospital. Many times they came amid
intense resistance from both the medical
staff, and some members of leadership. In
fact, after nearly 10 years of offering com-
prehensive exposure to Integrative
Medicine, we still had a smattering of non-
believers. The only thing questionable
about these therapies for a healthcare
administrator is that the typical insurance
companies don’t cover the costs of all of
them and cash payments come into play. 

The number of patients coming to our
facility had tripled through the emergency
room alone as did the overall budget of the
entire organization during that time period.
Those “Forest for the Trees” practical, lead-
ers still could not bring themselves to give
credit to one of the major contributing fac-
tors involved in that surge of the hospital’s
popularity. Yes, of course, we also encour-
aged 24 hour, seven day a week visiting, had
guest beds in some patient’s rooms, and
served meals to the families on the medical
floor where their loved one was a patient.

Did all of this combine to the create a heal-
ing environment, of course it did, but
Integrative Medicine was the heart and soul
of the DIFFERENCE.

Their skepticism seems to fit into the
cycle of questioning the validity of wellness
and prevention, two comprehensively
established methodologies for improving
general health and well-being, proven over
centuries of unofficial clinical trials.
Wellness and Prevention works, but
because the insurance companies have not
yet fully embraced these philosophies, then
some still say that they are not valid.
Treating sickness can be as comprehensive
as ensuring wellness. For whatever reason,
some of our medical and administrative
leaders often confuse reimbursements with
healing, and forget to add new patients and
additional income from related disciplines
like PT and OT to the equation.

As a nonmedical, nonscientist, it was easy
for me to understand why the various inte-
grative arts worked so well for our patients
and their families. From the old song, “All
You Need is Love,” you could easily enjoy
the looks on the faces of those patients and
family members who used these treatments
to receive sorely needed relief from whatev-
er pain or loneliness they were experienc-
ing. It doesn’t matter if you’re eighty min-
utes or eighty years old; touch, nurturing,
and love all remain critical in our lives.
Have you seen the statistics on how much
better people do with pets than without, or
how many babies died in orphanages due to
the “failure to thrive?”

None of these ancient arts were created

because the sci-
entific method
produced FDA
a p p r o v e d
results in trials
of 200,000 or
more. They
evolved into
centuries old
healing arts
because they
provided relief

and help in a time when leeches, bleedings,
and a lack of hand washing were the accept-
ed medical treatments. The tribal shaman,
medicine man, healers, and other spiritual
leaders all knew what the subtle and not so
subtle impact of their work meant to their
fellow human beings. 

We have casually observed the use of
these healing modalities on patients who
have experienced restored feelings to other-
wise numb feet. We have seen them relieved
from debilitating back pain, healed from
hopeless wounds, saved from surgeries due

to the opening of blocked intestines
through acupuncture. We have observed
psychological breakthroughs from drum-
ming that had never been reached by tradi-
tional therapy. Truthfully, I didn’t care exact-
ly what made our patients better, just that
they were better, and the results were dra-
matic with an infection rate that annually
did not go above 1%, a 3.4 day length of
stay, a low readmission rate, and the lowest
mortality rate for adjusted morbidity in the
region. Remember, “All You Need is Love.”

Nick Jacobs is International Director of
SunStone Consulting, LLC. He has been fea-
tured as a leading spokesperson for healthcare
initiatives and as a featured speaker for the
American Hospital Association, American
College of Heathcare Executives and the
World Health Organization. He writes a blog,
“AskaHospitalPresident.com,” and has a new
book, “Taking the Hell out of Healthcare.”
Nick can be reached at jacobsfn@aol.com or 
nickjacobs@sunstoneconsulting.com.

Profiles IN LEADERSHIP

William Kristan, M.D., Named
President of the Medical Staff 

at UPMC Passavant

For more than 20 years, William
Kristan, M.D., has worked in the
Emergency Department at UPMC

Passavant, making sure that patients who
need immediate medical help are provided
the best possible care. Dr. Kristan was also
recently elected as the president of the med-
ical staff, where he will lead the hospital’s
700 medical staff members in continuing to
provide the highest quality of care.

“I am very honored to have been named
president of the medical staff, and I’m very
proud of the caliber and quality of the pro-
fessionals that the hospital attracts,” said
the Franklin Park resident. “When I first
came to the hospital 20 years ago, I thought
the staff was good then, though it was much
smaller. Since then, we’ve really grown –
not only in the number of staff but in the
depth of services that we provide.

“It takes more than just a medical staff to
run a hospital,” he added, “and I’m really
impressed with all of the employees here –
from the nurses to the technicians to the
therapists to the aides to our housekeeping
and maintenance staff – they are all vital to
our success.”

Dr. Kristan, who received his undergrad-
uate degree from Penn State and his medical
degree from the University of Pittsburgh
Medical School, was working at another
Pittsburgh hospital when he was asked to
interview at UPMC Passavant. “They asked

me to come take a look, and I’m glad I did,”
he said. 

The doctor, who is residency trained and
board-certified in emergency medicine, first
became interested in medicine during high
school, when he was exposed to different
medical careers as an Explorer Scout. “If I
wasn’t an Emergency Department physi-
cian, I’d probably be a farmer,” he said, “but
being in the emergency room is what I love
to do.” Dr. Kristan also serves as the med-
ical director of Pre-hospital Care at UPMC
Passavant.

Dr. William Kristan

BY NICK JACOBS

Career Opportunities
Greater Alleghenies Region Blood Services

Registered Nurses � Licensed Practical Nurses
Phlebotomists � Medical Technologists

An Equal Opportunity Employer - M/F/D/V

Visit www.redcrosslife.org 
or call (800) 542-5663, x2722
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Point and click. That’s all anyone has to
do these days to tell the world what’s
on their mind.

Since the advent of websites like
Facebook and Myspace, the internet has
become a powerful outlet for personal
expression. Every day, more people are con-
nected by the web of social networking and
sharing freely what they think and feel.
Whether it’s friends, family members or
total strangers, what’s happening in the lives
of other users is a closely followed news
feed – especially as sites like Twitter,
designed solely to relay constant updates on
what people are thinking and doing in a 140
characters or less, continue to surge in pop-
ularity. 

While many of the sites were initially
designed for high school and college stu-
dents, social networkers are quickly
expanding to include adult professionals. A
recent study found that there are 120 mil-
lion profiles on just the four most popular
networks. But as facebooking and tweeting
become increasingly common in the work-
place, they are blurring the line between
professional and private identity.

The implications of social networking are
of particular significance to hospital admin-
istrators, as more and more of their employ-
ees join the ranks of the connected. Where
users post their thoughts, experiences, pho-
tos and videos freely for other networkers to
see, any offensive or discriminatory materi-
al relating to their job, company or co-
workers could potentially have far-reaching
ethical consequences. 

For example, if an employee makes dis-

criminatory comments about another
employee or posts confidential information
about the company in a social network pro-
file, the employer could be held liable for
the actions, particularly if the employee
posts during work hours or through the
employer’s computer system. 

But an employer’s power to discipline or
terminate employees for their private online
postings is not absolute. The line between
protecting a company’s best interest and
infringing on an employee’s right to free
speech is a fine one. Even so, many employ-
ers have begun monitoring employee pro-
files and blogs in an attempt to minimize
the risk of damage to their organization’s
reputation. 

According to the third annual Deloitte
LLP Ethics & Workplace survey, employers
and their employees disagree on whether or
not companies should monitor what their
workers post on social networking websites.
While 60% of business executives believe
they have the right to know how their
employees portray themselves and their
organizations on social networking sites,
53% of employees believe their online pro-
file is none of their employer’s business.

And even though 75% of employees are
aware of the harm they can potentially
inflict on their employer through social net-
working sites, 60% say they won’t change
their ways even if they know their boss is
looking over their shoulder.

So the question remains, how can
employers protect themselves without tram-
pling on their workers’ rights? One way to
strike a balance with employees involved in
social networking is to institute a set of

guidelines in a
technology pol-
icy. Such a poli-
cy would
include:

•A dis-
claimer of employer responsibility for pri-
vate employee profiles

• A warning that employees making per-
sonal comments about the employer’s prod-
ucts of services or other employees in a pro-
file or blog will be subject to disciplinary
action

• A warning not to use company equip-
ment or networks to create or update a pro-
file, expect in the case that is relates to com-
pany business

• A specific statement that social net-
workers must abide by company policies on
confidential information and trade secrets.

Employers should beware in establishing
social networking guidelines that they com-
ply with all pertinent federal and state laws,
including labor and anti-discrimination
laws. 

Though executives and their employees
may never agree on whether or not it’s
acceptable to monitor online social activity,
having specific guidelines that outline the
expectations of both sides will help ease the
tension. And in spite of the potential for
reputational harm, employers should keep
in mind that with the increased popularity
of social networking communities comes
increased connectivity, communication and
ultimately, opportunity. 

Beth Slagle is a partner with Meyer, Unkovic
& Scott LLP. She can be reached at 

bas@muslaw.com.

Employers and Workers Disagree 
on Social Network Monitoring

BY BETH SLAGLE

The advent of health care
reform calls for many
providers to re-exam-

ine long-term fiscal sustain-
ability. However, financial
reimbursement is not the
only resource that needs to be
secured for the continued via-
bility of an organization dedi-
cated to high-quality care.
Securing the human resource
of committed, innovative,
effective leaders looms as a
particular challenge for the
hospice and palliative care
industry.

A 2005 survey conducted
by the National Hospice and Palliative Care
Organization found that as hospice began
its fourth decade in the United States, many
of its founding champions were approach-
ing retirement. The survey included data
from 200 randomly selected leaders of hos-
pice and palliative care agencies. Findings
demonstrated that of those 200, 82% were
over age 45 and 42% were over age 55.
Respondents acknowledged that “preparing
the organization for the future” and “grow-
ing and developing the next generation of
leaders” were chief priorities for their orga-
nizations. 

Recently I was invited to join an execu-
tive roundtable of ten national leaders in
hospice and palliative care. The plenary,
which convenes four times annually, recog-
nizes that leadership as a solitary enterprise
is untenable. Facilitated by a consultant, its’
purpose is to identify and share best prac-
tices, including the mentorship of future

leaders. The plenary serves as
a conduit for professionals
from all aspects –  chief finan-
cial officers, development
directors, medical directors –
to come together in sharing
strategies, experiences and
resources that perpetuate the
values out of which the hos-
pice movement was born. 

Continuity in leadership
requires more than just iden-
tifying candidates for future
vacancies. In the absence of a
framework for leadership
development, a succession
plan may address continuity

without providing for quality in perfor-
mance. The Center for Creative Leadership
is an international organization with leader-
ship research and education as its’ focus.
The Center describes a construct of leader-
ship development that includes three com-
ponents: assessment, challenge and sup-
port. It contends that a professional oppor-
tunity which incorporates these elements
increases the potential for a substantive
leadership development experience. 

Assessment can come from many sources,
both structured and unstructured – perfor-
mance appraisals, employee satisfaction sur-
veys, observation, feedback from colleagues
and clients, self-assessment and reflection.
The cumulative data places people along a
continuum of accomplishment and growth,
plotting where they stand at present in rela-
tion to goals for continued leadership devel-
opment. It should serve to motivate people
toward their potential as well as suggest the

means by which to reach it.
Challenge affords an excellent mecha-

nism for leadership development. In the
best case, succeeding at a challenging task
demands analysis, re-thinking established
behaviors and processes, and being open to
the acquisition of new skills and abilities.
It’s permission to not be the expert at the
onset but to strive for mastery, simply to
learn and lead by doing. 

The element of support is critical to suc-
cessful leadership development. It should
take the form of systems and resources
commensurate with identified goals.
Resources are not limited to physical
resources but include management focus,
dedicated time for listening, collaboration
related to strategy, and celebrating and
rewarding accomplishments along the way.
The celebration can include the opportuni-
ty for the developing leader to present
results to high-level partners and boards,
cultivating experience and exposure with
this cohort.

Ideally, mentorship of future leaders in
hospice and palliative care marries the
developmental needs of the individual with
the needs of the organization. Rigorous
attention to this endeavor reinvigorates the
core values and beliefs that have served and
will continue to serve patients and families
facing life-limiting illness with compassion
and quality. 

Rafael J. Sciullo, MA, LCSW, MS, is
President and CEO of Family Hospice and

Palliative Care. He may be reached at 
rsciullo@familyhospice.com or 

(412) 572-8800.

BY RAFAEL J.
SCIULLO, MA, 

LCSW, MS

The Journey to Improve Hospice Care in America
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Hospitals will soon be subject to new
restrictions on their arrangements
with physicians and physician-

owned entities. On October 1, Stark Law
regulations go into effect that govern the
terms of equipment and office leases, and
that extend the Stark Law to “under
arrangements” transactions. Hospi-tals
that have not yet done so should examine
any transactions of these types, and if nec-
essary should restructure them before
October 1.

The new limitations were issued as part
of the hospital inpatient prospective pay-
ment system final rule for fiscal year 2009,
which was published on August 19, 2008.
That rule included numerous changes to
the Stark Law regulations, most of which
went into effect on October 1, 2008. The
effective date for the lease and “under
arrangements” regulatory changes were
delayed for one year, however, to give hos-
pitals time to restructure business deals
that may be affected. Recently, a challenge
in federal court in Washington, D.C. to
prevent some of these changes from going
into effect was lost.

Under the Stark Law, if a physician (or
an immediate family member) has a direct
or indirect financial relationship with an
entity that furnishes “designated health
services”, such as hospital services, and the
financial relationship does not meet an
exception, the physician is prohibited from
referring Medicare patients to the entity.
Additionally, the entity is prohibited from

billing for services fur-
nished pursuant to a pro-
hibited referral. Because a
hospital may receive signif-
icant reimbursement from
services referred by a physi-
cian with whom it has a
financial relationship, a
hospital must take great
care to ensure that its trans-
actions with referring
physicians are Stark Law
compliant.

“Per-Click” and
Percentage Based Lease
Payments

Under the Stark Law, equipment or
office leases between a hospital and refer-
ring physician could be covered by various
exceptions – exceptions for equipment and
office leases directly with a referring physi-
cian, an exception for fair market value
transactions, and an exception for indirect
compensation arrangements where, for
example, a physician-owned entity leases
equipment or office space to a hospital.
Each exception has numerous require-
ments, including for example, that the
agreement must be in writing and signed
by the parties, and that the compensation
must be consistent with fair market value.

Beginning October 1, each of these
exceptions will include new limitations
that prohibit unit-of-service (or “per
click”) and percentage-based rental pay-

ments in office and equipment
leases. These changes respond
to concerns that variable lease
compensation formulas (even
if justifiable as consistent with
fair market value) can allow
referring physicians to benefit
from their referrals. As a result
of the new limitations, rent
under lease arrangements will
usually have to be a fixed peri-
odic amount.

“Under Arrangements”
Transactions

The Medicare statute permits hospitals
to furnish services to beneficiaries “under
arrangements” with third party vendors.
The vendor has a contractual relationship
with the hospital under which the hospital
bills Medicare for the service and pays the
vendor. In recent years, some hospitals
have entered into “under arrangements”
transactions with physician-owned entities
(such as hospital-physician joint ventures)
that furnish imaging, ambulatory surgery,
cardiac catheterization and other services
to the hospital’s patients. Historically, these
types of arrangements involving referring
physicians could be structured to comply
with the Stark Law because only the entity
billing for the service (i.e., the hospital)
was regarded as furnishing designated
health services.

On October 1, the Stark Law will be
expanded to treat an “under arrange-

ments” vendor itself as an entity furnishing
designated health services. Specifically, the
definition of “entity” will be expanded to
include not only the entity that presents a
claim to Medicare, but also the entity that
“performed the DHS.” Accordingly, a
physician may be prohibited from referring
to a hospital if the services are furnished by
the hospital “under arrangements” with an
entity in which the referring physician has
an ownership interest. 

Conclusion
Because of the new Stark Law regula-

tions taking effect October 1, hospitals
should promptly assess whether they have
“per-click” or percentage based leases, or
“under arrangements” transactions, that
could be affected. There are certain ambi-
guities and nuances in these regulatory
changes, so close examination by compe-
tent legal counsel is often warranted. If
necessary, transactions of these types
should be restructured before October 1 in
order for the hospital to ensure compliance
with the new regulations. 

Karl A. Thallner is a partner in the law firm
of Reed Smith LLP. He is a member of the
firm’s Life Science Health Industry group,

focusing his practice on providing business and
regulatory advice to hospitals, health systems

and academic medical centers throughout the
United States. Karl can be reached at 

kthallner@reedsmith.com. 
For additional information, 
visit www.reedsmith.com.

New Stark Law Restrictions 
Go Into Effect October 1st

INSIDE
Washington

BY KARL A.
THALLNER,

ESQUIRE

Emerging Best Practices and Certification - Mary Totten, President Totten & Associates
and Consultant, Center for Healthcare Governance

Competency-Based Governance - Richard de Filippi,  Chair-elect,  American Hospital
Association, and Trustee, Cambridge Health Alliance

New Governance Education Requirements
The Massachusetts Experience - Fredi Shonkoff, Senior Vice President, Corporate
Relations,  Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Massachusetts

The New Jersey Experience - Sean Patrick Murphy, Senior Vice President, General
Counsel and Assistant Secretary, Solaris Health System, Edison, NJ

Commentators:
Anne D. Mullaney,Trustee, Jefferson Regional Medical Center and

Partner, Thorp Reed & Armstrong
Deborah Rice, Executive Vice President, Health Services, Highmark

HPI Gratefully Acknowledges 2009 Funders
Gold level: Heritage Valley Health System, UPMC (endowment), West Penn Allegheny Health System
Silver level: Butler Health System,The Children’s Institute, Gateway Health Plan, Presbyterian SeniorCare,

The Roy A. Hunt Foundation, St. Clair Hospital
Other Funders: Allegheny County Medical Society Foundation, Baptist Homes Society, BBR Services, Buchanan Ingersoll &

Rooney, Eckert Seamans Cherin & Mellott, Ernst & Young, Hospital Council of Western PA, Lutheran
SeniorLife, Matis Baum Rizza O’Connor, McIntyre Hartye & Schmitt, Thomson Rhodes & Cowie

Briefings are free thanks to the generosity of HPI’s funders
Registration is required . . . www.healthpolicyinstitute.pitt.edu or  412.624.3608

ACHE, CLE (October only) and CME credit is available

fALL 2009 HPIfALL 2009 HPIfALL 2009 HPIfALL 2009 HPIfALL 2009 HPI
gOVERNANCE bRIEfINgSgOVERNANCE bRIEfINgSgOVERNANCE bRIEfINgSgOVERNANCE bRIEfINgSgOVERNANCE bRIEfINgS

HPI, University of Pittsburgh, Graduate School of Public Health, Dept. of Health Policy & Management, Pittsburgh 15261

If you or your organization is interested in learning about funding HPI, please contact Apryl Eshelman,
Director of Development, Graduate School of Public Health, at 412.624.5639 or Eshelman@pitt.edu

Friday, October 30, 8 AM - 1 PM
Senator John Heinz History Center

Special Governance Briefing
Stellar Healthcare Boards - Striving for Excellent Governance

Friday, November 20, 8-9:30 AM — PAA Fifth Avenue, Oakland
Building and Keeping a Thriving Workforce: The Board’s Role
James Bentley, PhD, Senior VP, Strategic Policy Planning, American Hospital Association
  · Baby-boomer employees, a critical resource, are retiring from full-time work

· Hospitals/healthcare systems will be faced with a shortage of essential capabilities
· Boards’ fiduciary responsibilities include monitoring and responding to work force shifts



How Can We Do More For Less?
BY JOAN MASSELLA

As the current President of Southwestern Pennsyl-
vania Organization of Nurse Leaders, I am pleased to
invite you to our 30th Annual Educational

Conference, More For Less, on September 10-11.
Although we as nurse leaders may hold a variety of positions

and work in different organizations, we all have one factor in com-
mon: we work in a healthcare climate that is struggling with multi-
ple issues and facing significant changes over the months and years
to come. Daily, we are faced with difficult decisions & challenges
that stem from balancing the quality of care we provide that is
intrinsic to the heart and soul of nurses, with the business side
of our profession, which is critical to our ongoing orga-
nizational success.

This year’s session will focus on methods and
strategies to assist us with this yin and yang. How can
we assist our staff in working smarter and more effi-
ciently and still provide quality, safe care that our patients deserve and expect? This
year’s speakers promise to be “down-to-earth” and provide us with practical and useful
information and tools that we can apply to our everyday settings.

By popular demand, this year’s conference will again be held at Nemacolin Woodlands
Resort and Spa. We all know that as leaders, we need to take occasional time for ourselves
in order to function at our highest potential. As author Jim Rohn stated, “Take care of your
body; it’s the only place you have to live”. I hope you take this opportunity to take care of
your body as well as your mind and spirit, network with colleagues from around our
region, and learn some very practical lessons that will assist you in our current environ-
ment.

FEATURED SESSIONS:
• Keynote Presentation: Leadership – Doing More with Less with Dr. R. Bruce Bickel:
• Professional Nursing.... A Historical Perspective of Nursing Roles with Judy Zedreck-

Gonzales
• Why Toyota is the Hot Sexy New Thing in Healthcare with Dr. Tania Lyon
• Addressing Implementation Failure in Healthcare Organizations: Insights from

Management Research with Dr. Rangaraj Ramanujam
• Addressing Implementation Failure in Healthcare Organizations - Panel Discussion

with Local Nurse Leaders
• Plus over 30 Posters from Nurse Leaders throughout the region!

Visit www.swponl.org for complete information. 
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COVER STORY: 
Physicians Surviving the Recession

the personal financial side, when resi-
dents are confronted for the first time
with an attending physician’s salary, many
pitfalls present themselves.

Many new physicians are lured into
large mortgages that may not be sustain-
able over time given the current recession
and probability of lower practice collec-
tions. This fact, coupled with the current
housing crisis, could limit the physician’s
ability to seek a new practice location in
the future.

Coping with the decline
What are some of the ways physicians

can cope with declining patient sched-
ules, reduced patient compliance, lower
collections, and the potential problems
that can result? We need to work smarter,
not harder. Health care IT and patient
intelligence data can provide physician
practices with several solutions that can
accurately benchmark collections and
highlight key indicators, while assessing
the scheduling and contacting patients for

needed appointments. These technologies
can also identify populations of patients
for needed care and help drive patient
compliance through outreach. Moreover,
a patient’s health status is maintained or
improved while filling a physician’s sched-
ule. Also, even in a recession, payers are
willing to give incentive bonuses to physi-
cians who can demonstrate high quality
care. One example of this is the Physician
Quality Reporting Initiative (PQRI) pro-
gram by CMS which is the model for
other payers to follow.

Even in a down economy, physicians
have the ability to maintain their sched-
ules, improve the quality of patient care,
and weather the storm. We need to think
innovatively as we look to new ways to
maintain our practice schedules and
remain focused on caring for patients.

Dr. Jay Anders is MED3OOO’s Chief
Medical Information Officer. 

He can be contacted at
Jay_AndersMD@MED3000.com or 

(412) 937-8887 ext. 329.

Continued from page 1

TWO FREE
SALTINGS. SIGN UP BEFORE OCTOBER 1ST.
We provide several snow removal service plans based on your requirements. We stock over 5000 tons of 
Rock Salt so we NEVER run out. We specialize in lots from 1/4 acre up to 100 acres. 
WWee  hhaavvee  bbeeeenn  iinn  tthhee  ssnnooww  rreemmoovvaall  bbuussiinneessss  ffoorr  oovveerr  1177  yyeeaarrss,,  hhaavvee  tthhee  eexxppeerriieennccee,,  eeqquuiippmmeenntt,,  mmaann--
ppoowweerr  aanndd  tteecchhnnoollooggyy  ttoo  mmeeeett  aallll  ooff  oouurr  ccuussttoommeerrss  eexxppeeccttaattiioonnss..  LLeett  uuss  pprroovvee  wwhhaatt  wwee  ccaann  ddoo  ffoorr  yyoouu..

SNOW & ICE MANAGEMENT CO. of PA.

412-341-1060
e-mail: snowandicemanagement@hotmail.com

Visit our website at www.snowandicemgmt.com 
for more information and to request a FREE QUOTE.

UNHAPPY WITH YOUR SNOW REMOVAL SERVICE?
Did you have these problems with your contractor . . . 
• Ran Out of Rock Salt
• Failed To Show Up
• Poor Performance
• Failed To Communicate
• Billing Problems

UNHAPPY WITH YOUR SNOW REMOVAL SERVICE?
Did you have these problems with your contractor . . . 
• Ran Out of Rock Salt
• Failed To Show Up
• Poor Performance
• Failed To Communicate
• Billing Problems

Snow and Ice Management Company is one of the areas largest distributors of:
• Bulk and Bagged Rock Salt – ((WWee  nneevveerr    rraann  oouutt    ooff  oouurr  ssuuppppllyy  ooff  

RRoocckk  SSaalltt  tthhiiss  ppaasstt  wwiinntteerr,,  wwhhiillee  mmoosstt  ootthheerrss  ddiidd..))
• Calcium Chloride Products and Ice Melter Products
• Liquid De-icers /Pre-treating Products
• Exclusive distributor of Magic Salt & Magic O in the Greater Pittsburgh area.

MMaaggiicc  SSaalltt  iiss  tthhee  oonnllyy aapppprroovveedd  EEPPAA --––  “GREEN” pprroodduucctt  oonn  tthhee  mmaarrkkeett..  SSUUPPPPOORRTT  TTHHEE  EENNVVIIRROONNMMEENNTT  --  GGOO  GREEN !!!!
Save money on our EARLY BUY AND DELIVER PROGRAMS of bulk rock salt, bagged rock salt, ice melters,
and MAGIC SALT the only EPA approved “GREEN” ice melt product on the market. Secure your
de-icer needs during the summer months for huge savings, and beat the salt shortage and salt price
increases which will be worse than last year.



OPERATION
RESPECT
A new program for 
Veterans and their families

1-800-513-2148
www.familyhospice.com

Serving eleven counties in Western Pennsylvania
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In 1984, Vantage® began as a brainstorming session. A small group of hospital admin-
istrators were looking for ways they could work together toward a singular goal –
improving patient care. The group believed that each hospital could be more effective

in its own community if they worked together with other community hospitals. Twenty
five years later, Vantage® Holding Company, LLC operates eleven companies that ser-
vice the healthcare industry in Pennsylvania along with providing healthcare services in
seven other states.

Starting with a staff of four employees in 1984, Vantage® was 100% owner hospital
supported. Today, the company has grown to over 350 employees and expanded its
annual net revenues to over 55 million dollars. Vantage® now derives 21% of its revenue
from owner hospitals and 79% from non-owner sources. Because of consistent growth of
Vantage over the years, the acquisitions and expansion efforts were essential.

On May 1, 2008, Vantage® purchased the 66,000 square foot former Talon Plant # 7
building along with 11 acres from the Redevelopment Authority of the City of Meadville.
This original structure was a former manufacturing facility for Talon, Inc., the manufac-
turer of the first zipper. Vantage® plans on locating six of its eleven companies within
this new location to be called “The Vantage® Center”. This facility will house corporate
offices for all 11 Vantage® divisions including Vantage® Care Apothecary, a state-of-the-
art closed door pharmacy that serves over 60 institutions across the state. Vantage®
Home Infusion Therapy Services and administration offices will also operate from this
new national headquarters which is scheduled to open this Fall.

Also this year, in addition to purchasing the Erie based Vantage® Healthcare Linen
Service facility, Vantage® Real Estate Investment Company, LTD, a division of Vantage®
Holding Company, LLC, acquired the Venango County Exchange Building along with an
adjacent two story structure. This landmark facility is located on the corner of 13th and
Liberty streets in Franklin, PA. At this location Vantage® recently opened a four bed
sleep lab along with expanding HGT, the Vantage® Telecommunications operation. This
expansion of HGT will provide the area with an NOC, Network Operation Center and
Telecom switch to serve the county and surrounding areas with broadband and telecom
communications service. Plans for this Franklin facility also include operating a telecom
sales marketing service which should create an additional twenty to thirty jobs for the

region.
Tom Surman, VP of

Corporate Communica-
tions and Real Estate
Development stated, “The
new headquarters in
Meadville along with the
acquisition of the buildings
located in Franklin will be
a major asset in Vantage’s
expansion plans. With over
25,000 total square feet of
additional space in
Franklin, we will be able to
accommodate immediate
needs and have room for
growth. Franklin is one of

the most charming cities in Pennsylvania, and when the Oil Regional Alliance present-
ed the properties to us, we immediately saw the possibilities for Vantage growth and job
creation in the community.”

Anthony Nasralla, President and CEO Titusville Area Hospital and current Vantage®
Chairman stated, “Through Vantage®, partner hospitals are able to bring new technolo-
gy and services to our communities in Western Pennsylvania and beyond. We are proud
of these this new Vantage® facilities that will continue serving its twelve owner hospi-
tals while bringing additional good paying jobs to the region.”

The Vantage model has worked efficiently and effectively for the past twenty-five years
with its mission of developing services of
quality that save its owners money.
Turning cost centers into revenue cen-
ters, growing owner equity along with
shareholder value, and expanding
into new markets, is accomplished
through the Vantage® vision of joint
ventures and partnering where there
is growth opportunity. 

For more information on
Vantage® Holding Company,

LLC and its service divisions, go
to www.vhcn.com or contact

Tom Surman at
tomsurman@vhcn.com.

Vantage® Expands Operations in NW Pennsylvania
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Heart/Lung Machine Offers Latest in
Perfusion Technology to Excela Health Patients

Excela Health’s newest
heart/lung machine offers
the latest in perfusion tech-

nology to patients scheduled for
open heart surgery in the Center
for Cardiovascular Medicine at
Westmoreland Hospital.

Terumo’s System One heart/
lung machine also accommodat-
ed a technique change in cardio-
plegia delivery that has been sav-
ing the health system more than
$80,000 over the last three years.
This technique and cost savings
has been shared at national
forums, giving Excela Health the
opportunity to showcase the
advanced cardiac care delivered
locally.

The recent addition of the
TLink data management system
also places Excela Health among
the few cardiac programs nation-
wide to have an electronic perfu-
sion record. According to Jim
Patterson, chief perfusionist,
TLink offers several benefits
including enhanced patient care
and improved quality and over
time significant cost savings for
the health system.

“The transcribing capabilities
allow the perfusionist to spend

more time caring for the patient,”
explained Patterson. “Informa-
tion from the electronic perfusion
record is put into a database
where benchmarking and quality
assurance parameters can be
queried and used to refine patient
care, resulting in even better out-
comes.”

The heart/lung machine is

based on a computer platform
utilizing a Local Area Network
which allows for communication
among other operating room
devices including instruments
tracking blood gases and cerebral
oximetry. Eventually it will be
interfaced with the hospital’s
information system providing a
complete electronic record. 

ADVANCES IN TECHNOLOGY

Excela Health chief perfusionist Jim Patterson demonstrates new 

heart/lung machine before being placed into service.

Novel Tool Evaluates
Disaster Readiness

in U.S. Cities

An innovative computer-based modeling approach for
rare public health emergencies can help with disaster
planning and medical response efforts in metropolitan

areas. This is according to findings published in the
American Medical Association’s (AMA) Disaster Medicine and
Public Health Preparedness journal. The study simulated and
evaluated hypothetical malicious sarin releases in several
Manhattan locations using city demographic information
and hospital resource and public transportation system data.
Results showed that an attack in Manhattan could potential-
ly result in up to 22,000 exposed individuals and 178 inten-
sive care unit admissions.

“This platform is more sophisticated than previous disaster
planning models,” said lead study author Silas Smith, M.D.,
Department of Emergency Medicine, New York University
School of Medicine. “City-specific data was incorporated to
study potential catastrophes and the medical and public
health consequences. Hospitals and emergency planners may
be able to better assess the effectiveness of emergency
response plans and needed resources.” 

The study used real data including population usage infor-
mation from the major Manhattan bus and train transporta-
tion centers. The actual number of hospital beds and avail-
able stockpiles of medical resources from the city’s hospital
system were also considered. Other factors evaluated includ-
ed emergency medical services, hospital surge capacity, vari-
able exposure effects and health declination, and behavioral
and psychosocial characteristics of victims. 

The computer simulation model could be used to simulate
various hypothetical scenarios in metropolitan cities across
the United States, and used to help improve our nation’s dis-
aster preparedness.



Allegheny General Hospital (AGH)
has joined a select group of leading
cardiovascular disease centers in

the United States exploring the efficacy of
a promising new technology – called the
DuraHeartTM Left-Ventricular Assist
System (LVAS) - for the treatment of
patients with advanced congestive heart
failure (CHF) who are on the waiting list
for heart transplantation. 

AGH is the only medical center in
Pittsburgh participating in the clinical trial
of the DuraHeart device, joining a number
of nationally recognized medical centers,
including the University of Michigan and
Columbia University Medical Center. 

The DuraHeart LVAS is part of a new,
third-generation class of artificial mechan-
ical support technology, referred to as left
ventricular assist devices (LVADs), that is
surgically implanted to help maintain the
pumping capacity of a weakened heart
muscle that is no longer able to supply
enough oxygen-rich blood throughout the
body. 

Similar to the way an automobile fuel
pump regulates the flow of gasoline to the
vehicle’s engine, an LVAD functions via a
tube connected to the heart’s left ventricle
that pulls blood into the pump, where it is
then propelled through the aorta - the pri-
mary vessel that circulates blood through-
out the body. 

The small pump sits in the upper part of
the patient’s abdomen. A second tube
attached to the pump exits the body
through the wall of the abdomen and
attaches to the pump’s portable computer
control system and power supply. This
exterior control system enables the med-
ical team to customize the device for opti-
mal blood flow.

Designed for long-term patient support,
the DuraHeart device houses a centrifugal
flow rotary pump with an active magneti-
cally levitated impeller. The impeller fea-
tures three position sensors and magnetic
coils, providing stability within the pump
that optimizes blood flow and minimizes
device wear and tear.
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Through Five Star’s Clinician Adoption 

Solutions, we partner with healthcare 

organizations to identify and remove 

the obstacles hindering clinician buy-in 

and engagement for critical strategies 

to improve patient care.

www.fivestardev.com/healthcare
Phone 412.802.2500 • Pittsburgh, PA

When Daniel Clark, M.D., FACS,
came to Latrobe Hospital seven
years ago, he shared the latest in

minimally invasive techniques with his fel-
low surgeons. Having trained exclusively in
what Dr. Clark believes will one day be the
norm for all surgeries, he already had more
than a decade of experience in advanced
minimally invasive surgery and was eager to
mentor his partners in doing more with less. 

Recent remodeling in Latrobe’s minimally
invasive surgical suite will allow Dr. Clark
and his colleagues to continue to do less
with more.

This new fully integrated, voice-con-
trolled, high definition Operating Room is
best described as “the operating room of the
future – today!” The i-Suite Operating
Room by Stryker features the latest tech-
nologies for enhancing the quality and effi-
ciency of surgical procedures: high-defini-
tion visualization and operating room inte-
gration. 

A key component of the integration is
voice-activation, a tool Dr. Clark has been
using since 1997. This latest generation is
called Sidne HD, and responds to Dr. Clark’s
direction, retrieving a patient’s records,
comparing imaging studies from prior surg-
eries, or photographing the procedure for
future consults.

”Wireless, headset technology puts the
surgeon in control of critical OR equipment
at all times,” noted Dr. Clark. “In tradition-
al operating rooms, an assistant, under the
verbal direction of the surgeon, controls all
medical devices used during surgery. Sidne
gives direct control of the operative envi-
ronment to the surgeon, allowing him to
operate devices, manipulate the optics of
the videoscope, and even document find-

ings with pictures and/or motion video. All
of this can be done with simple, wireless
voice commands through the computerized
i-Suite and Sidne integrated OR. That frees
the surgical team to focus fully on the peri-
operative patient care.”

ADVANCES IN TECHNOLOGY
Latest in Technology Incorporated Into 

Minimally Invasive Surgical Suite Remodeling

Dr. Daniel Clark with the voice activated technology and high definition monitors.

AGH Joins Select Group of Medical
Centers in Study of 

Promising New Technology for
Treatment of Heart Failure 

How Secure are your 
Patient Records?

Trust CADRE to provide the most technically
sound framework for your
INFORMATION SECURITY

Cadre Information Security – 100% Information Security

CONTACT: Justin Stefano, Security Consultant
Cell: (866) 973-7686 • Toll Free: (866) 973-7686

E-mail: justin.stefano@cadre.net • www.cadre.net

• Security Assessments • Technical Support
• Strategy and Design Development • Hardware & Software
• Implementation and Integration

is : the right people, the right approach,
the right solution, the right partner
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ALL SERVICES ARE FREE
We are a nonprofit organization dedicated 
to helping people diagnosed with cancer, 
their families and friends cope 
with the emotional impact of cancer.

Services 
provided:
• Professional Counseling
• Telephone Helpline
• Support Groups in 15 Locations
• Live Well with Cancer Programs and Newsletters
• Resource Library
• Age-Specific Groups for Children Who Have 

A Family Member With Cancer
• Bereavement Groups for Children
• Dance, Wellness, Art Programs and more

Our services are not duplicated and all are FREE

Community Support Groups:
• Armstrong • Bloomfield • Butler • Cranberry • Friendship  
• Homewood • Jefferson • Johnstown • McKeesport • Monroeville
• North Hills • Ohio Valley • Shadyside • South Hills • Murrysville

4117 Liberty Avenue • Pittsburgh, PA 15224 

E-MAIL: info@cancercaring.org

WEB SITE: www.cancercaring.org

We are a local charity – all funds raised stay here
to help our neighbors in Western Pennsylvania. 

––––– Celebrating 21 Years of Service –––––

BY BARBARA R. FALLON

On-line banking, bill
pay, shopping and
record keeping is a

part of most of our daily lives.
Unfortunately, many have
experienced or heard horror
stories of identity theft and
the long term inconvenience
impact it can have on their
lives. Now, think about hospi-
tals, health clinics, doctors’
offices and pharmacies and
multiply those transactions
by the millions, magnify the
confidentiality threat, and
add in the potential of misdiagnosis or
treatment and you’ve got an CIO’s worst
nightmare. Now, does anyone have a
question regarding the importance of
information security?

Given that as a foundation, Cadre
Information Security, an international
employee-owned company with offices in
Indiana, Pennsylvania, Michigan, Ohio,
Tennessee and Alabama, has built a repu-
tation since 1992 on keeping its clients
ahead of the curve in the ever-changing
security landscape.

According to Alan Hutchins, Security
Consultant, health care institutions can
be vulnerable to data leakage or outright
theft on many levels. Security breaches in
financial, clinical, or wireless connectivi-
ty platforms can not only impact person-
al identity and convenience but also
medical lifesaving procedures which
require moving huge amounts of data to
and from remote locations in a secure
and time critical manner. 

Compounding this vulnerability in
patient safety information, the magnified
customer service focus and new telecom-
muting positions available in hospitals
today can exacerbate the threat of mal-
ware associated with individual PC’s that
patients, contractors, doctors and ven-
dors are encouraged to bring into the
organizational environment on a daily
basis.

“Cadre is seeing an increasing demand
for network access control from its cus-
tomers. Today’s hospital networks play
host to not only their own staff but also
visiting doctors and health professionals,
contractors, patients and their families.
Combine that with more and more wire-
less access and the potential threats com-
pound. To combat the increased vulnera-
bility in these networks Cadre’s solutions
can identify and block malware on each
connecting device. Additionally, our
solutions can limit access to only those
resources necessary for each user. The
result is reduced security risks as well as
reduced compliance risks,” Hutchins
explained.

The four pillars of Cadre’s client ser-
vices are:

• Partnerships with the ‘best of breed’
security vendors

• Professional Services providing
Assessments and Penetration testing

• Internal engineering
staff at the ready with
design, implementation
and technical support,
and;

• 24/7 telephone sup-
port.

“As a recognized Value
Added Reseller (VAR)
Cadre works to install,
integrate and support pre-
eminent security products
to take advantage of syner-
gies and economies of
scale within our clients’
existing security environ-
ments,” he notes. 

In fact, Cadre prides itself on its layered
approach to solutions. For example, what
initially appears to be a HIPAA compli-
ance issue may also benefit from an over-
arching or wrap-around security solution
that will improve patient safety or accel-
erate remote applications.

Hutchins said, “ Some problems start as
organic issues but our experience can
help people see beyond their tunnel of
responsibility and include others in the
conversation. The end result is an initia-
tive that not only manages security risks
but does it in a budget conscious manner
throughout the organization.”

Cadre differentiates itself from the
competition with its broad local, regional
and national engineering talent base both
on-site and via phone-- boasting a ratio of
2:1 technicians vs. sales professionals.

“Computers have shown us that the
world has become smaller, and with our
24/7 availability we can deal with issues
as they arise , whether that’s in China,
Europe or the United States,” Hutchins
confirmed. 

Aware of the belt tightening mindset,
Cadre, financially strong and innovative-
ly growing, is well positioned to help
clients protect their information and pro-
vide the best value for dollars spent. One
key component of client service is to be
an on-going reference regarding up-to
date trends and solutions via webinars,
‘lunch and learns’ and expos which pro-
vide clients access to best case scenarios
and interaction with colleagues. “It’s not
unusual for clients to read a Top 10 Tips
or Trends in Security Risks article in our
newsletter and recognize their organiza-
tion is not alone in vulnerable positions.
As a resource for up to date security
information Cadre can help them stay
one step ahead of the security threats,”
Hutchins concluded. 

So, if its vulnerability assessment, secu-
rity strategy development, design imple-
mentation and integration, or education
and certification that your organization is
seeking, Cadre offers clients the forensics
expertise and technical support and
knowledge base to achieve your desired
levels of confidentiality, integrity and
availability your patients deserve.

For more information, visit www.cadre.net
or call 1-888-TO-CADRE.

Cadre: Creating the Future of 
Info Security Now 

Alan Hutchins

ADVANCES IN TECHNOLOGY
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Collaboration within the health care
system and administrative efficien-
cies are fundamental elements to any

number of today’s health care reform pro-
posals in Washington, DC. New tools from
Highmark to conduct real-time claims pro-
cessing and real-time member liability esti-
mation are driving collaboration and
streamlining medical claims processing
right in health care provider offices.

Real-time claims processing and real-time
member liability estimation assist physi-
cians and other providers to receive pay-
ment for their services and relieves the
guesswork for members about the cost of
their medical treatment. With real-time
claim processing and real-time member lia-
bility estimation, Highmark members know

their actual out-of-pocket health care costs
based on their benefits when they schedule
and/or receive health care services.
Physicians can discuss the costs with mem-
bers and make payment arrangements or
collect payment at the time care is deliv-
ered.

Through real-time tools, Highmark’s net-
work providers – physicians, hospitals,
imaging centers, ambulatory surgical cen-
ters and other types of providers – are now
able to determine a member’s financial
obligation before a service is rendered and
to collect payment when the member
receives care. Providers submitting real-
time claims may also receive the portion of
the payment that comes from Highmark in
a shorter timeframe than in the past. 

About 250 providers across Highmark’s
49-county service area in Western and
Central Pennsylvania began using real-time
tools during the initial roll-out period,
which began in November 2008. During
January and February 2009, these providers
submitted nearly 10,000 transactions that
identified approximately $395,000 worth of
payments due from members.

These real-time capabilities are especially
helpful to Highmark members with high
deductibles, coinsurance or other cost-shar-
ing to better understand the actual cost of
health care services. Approximately
730,000 Highmark members in
Pennsylvania are currently enrolled in
health plans with cost-sharing that includes
deductibles and/or coinsurance for in-net-

work services.
The health care provider community has

shared with Highmark that real-time claims
processing has enabled their patients to bet-
ter comprehend the cost of the services they
have received, understand what they owe
and more easily make payment arrange-
ments. In the physician office setting,
health care professionals have shared that
real-time tools have enabled them to obtain
reimbursement from Highmark within
three days instead of 15 to 20 days.

All of Highmark’s providers are now able
to use the real-time tools through
Highmark’s provider portal, NaviNet.
Highmark is also working with practice
management system vendors to integrate
the real-time tools with their software. 

ADVANCES IN TECHNOLOGY

Second Hyperbaric Oxygen Chamber
Added at Wound Center

Dr. Gene Marcelli and clinical wound specialist Bob

Hoagland, R.N., stand beside one of Sharon Regional’s two

hyperbaric oxygen chambers.

Rollout of New Health Care Provider Tools Creates 
Meaningful Transactions to Streamline Medical Claims

Sharon Regional recently added a second hyperbaric oxygen chamber at its
Advanced Wound Recovery Center in Hermitage. “We’ve seen great success in our
patients since bringing hyperbaric oxygen therapy to Mercer County last summer,”

says Gene Marcelli, M.D., general surgeon and medical director of Sharon Regional’s
Advanced Wound Recovery Center. “The addition of this second chamber allows us to
efficiently meet the needs of our patients.”
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Ron Galbreath: 200% is Just What a Great “Coach” Gives

After a 36-season
career coaching
men’s basketball at

Westminster College and
Clarion University and,
most recently, the women’s
basketball team at Geneva
College, Coach Ron
Galbreath was about to face
the most challenging oppo-
nent of his life. 

As Galbreath settled in
for the evening to watch
Pitt basketball play in the
Big East Conference semifi-
nals on March 14, 2008, he
started to feel nauseated. “I did not feel well
that day,” Galbreath explains. “It felt like I
was coming down with the flu.” His wife Pat
knew something was wrong as her husband
became increasingly weak. She drove him to
Beaver Valley Medical Center where he was
diagnosed with a stroke. Galbreath was then
transferred to Allegheny General Hospital in
Pittsburgh where he spent several days in
the Critical Care Unit. Once his medical sta-

tus became stable, he was
moved to the step-down
unit, but experienced con-
tinued difficulty with
vision, speech, and short-
term memory. Galbreath’s
right side was also para-
lyzed which he says was
extremely frightening.
“Initially, I was very afraid
that I would not ever be
able to move the right side
of my body again,” he said. 

Just one week following
his stroke, Galbreath was
transferred to the Stroke

Program at HealthSouth Harmarville
Rehabilitation Hospital. “Some of Ron’s doc-
tors at the hospital thought he should be
transferred to a nursing home instead of
Harmar-ville,” Pat Galbreath said. “We just
would not accept this for Ron and pushed
for him to get into Harmarville. I wish they
could see him now.”

Known as “Coach” by his Harmarville
treatment team, Galbreath participated in

several hours of daily speech, occupational
and physical therapy. At first, he was unable
to stand or walk and he needed significant
assistance to complete simple tasks like
dressing and grooming. But he would not
give in to his limitations. 

“My therapists really pushed me, which is
what I wanted,” Galbreath said. “I am very
competitive and wanted to be challenged. I
remember one day, my physical therapist
wheeled me over to a flight of stairs and said
‘Coach, we are going up these stairs.’ I
looked at him and told him he had to be kid-
ding me. Well, within one week, I was not
only using the stairs, , was walking outside
and up hills.” 

Physical Therapist Scott Bleakley remem-
bers that Galbreath approached his rehab
the same way he approached his coaching.
“Coach gave more than 200 per cent
throughout his stay with us,” Bleakley said.
“I took him outside one afternoon to shoot
baskets. He still had significant weakness on
his right side; however he wanted to
approach the hoop. After 22 tries, he made
the basket. He just would not give up until
that ball went in.” 

As Galbreath progressed his determina-
tion expanded. “Once I started in rehab, I
never once thought that I would not get bet-
ter,” he said. “God put that spirit in me a
long time ago.”

Galbreath’s wife recalls coming to visit
him on her birthday. “Ron had a card for me

that he had signed,” she said. “He practiced
writing his name all week so that he would
be able to write in that card. It was the best
gift I could ever receive from him.”

Just three weeks after his admission to
Harmarville, Galbreath was able to return to
his home in Beaver County, where he began
outpatient therapy to continue his remark-
able progress. 

Today, Galbreath is not only driving,
weightlifting, playing racquetball, basketball
and golf multiple times each week, he will
also resume his position as head coach for
Geneva’s women’s basketball team this fall.
“We have been recruiting for the last several
months and are beginning our fundraising
efforts for the upcoming season, “ he said. “I
will turn 69 in August and I feel great. “ 

Galbreath goes on to say, “Where I am
right now is a true blessing from God. I am
very grateful to God, my wife Patty, and my
family. I am so thankful to the staff at
Harmarville for their patience, expertise and
attention they showed every day.”

“I am also so appreciative to the members
of Chippewa United Methodist Church, all
of the people who posted words of inspira-
tion to me on CaringBridge.com, former
students who played basketball and the
countless friends from our community. I
want to also extend my appreciation to
Geneva College for holding my position and
being so patient through my recovery.” 
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Ron Galbreath

BY BRIAN HAGEN, DPT, MS,
OCS, FAAOMPT, AND
GREGORY STARCEVIC, MBA

Over the years, many
disciplines within the
medical arena have

changed dramatically.
Physical therapy is no excep-
tion. Physical therapy has
become very specialized as the
advances in technology and
knowledge continue to grow.
When choosing a physical
therapist it is important to make an
informed decision. Specialization of physi-
cal therapists has mirrored the specializa-
tion in the medical model in a variety of
areas. Whether it be neurology, orthopedics,
or pediatrics there are specialists in physical
therapy that provide particular treatments
in these categories and many more. Many of
these changes have occurred particularly in
Orthopedic Physical Therapy. 

It is important to pick your physical ther-
apist just as you would your physician to
provide the most specialized cutting-edge
treatment possible. Today’s orthopedic
physical therapist provides an in-depth
evaluation to determine the root of the
problem, develops a treatment plan taking
into consideration the goals and specific
outcome needs of the patient, and delivers
an ever expanding variety of treatment
options. Within orthopedics, physical ther-
apists have changed in their credentialing as
well as areas of specialization. Most thera-
pists graduate with a DPT degree
(Doctorate of Physical Therapy). The
American Physical Therapy Association
offers board certification to physical thera-
pists in a number of areas; OCS is an
Orthopedic Certified Specialist, and SCS is
a Sports Certified Specialist. Additional cre-
dentialing such as FAAOMPT which desig-
nates a Fellow of the American Academy of
Orthopedic Manual Therapists shows fur-
ther orthopedic specialization in joint

mobilization. All of these spe-
cializations require very spe-
cific qualifications and test-
ing regimens to insure
advanced training. Centers
for Rehab Services has the
largest number of
Orthopedic, Sports Rehabili-
tation, and Orthopedic
Manual Therapy certified
therapists in the area.

Picking a therapist is
important, but picking a
facility that provides ade-

quate resources is also important.
Orthopedic physical therapy options have
expanded as the technology has advanced.
New treatments such as de-weighting, can
precisely simulate decreased body weight
across a particular joint while performing
an exercise such as running in order to
return an individual to their activity at a
faster rate. There have been other techno-
logical advances in physical therapy treat-
ments such as highly specific strength test-
ing devices and advances in electrical mus-
cle stimulation to increase circulation and
reduce muscle atrophy. Foot orthotics fabri-
cation to correct bio-mechanical imbal-
ances using laser cameras and laser technol-
ogy to precisely scan and cut an orthotic to
fit with precision accuracy are just a few
examples of new options for today’s ortho-
pedic physical therapist. All Treatments
mentioned are available at Centers for
Rehab Services.

Not all physical therapy is the same. Take
into account the therapists skill level, repu-
tation and credentials and make sure the
facility is appropriate for your goals and
needs. 

Brian Hagen is Vice President, Network,
Centers for Rehab Services. Gregory Starcevic

is Director of Marketing, Centers for Rehab
Services. Centers for Rehab Services offers over
40 locations throughout Western Pennsylvania.

For more information, 
call 1-888-723-4277.

Brian Hagen

Innovations in Physical Therapy



Hip mobility and strength is a necessary function of
many daily activities. Pain in the hips can be
brought on by osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis,

traumatic arthritis, bone tumors and bone loss from poor
blood flow. When pain and discomfort reaches an unbear-
able level, people often chose hip replacement.

According to The American Academy of Orthopedic
Surgeons, nearly a quarter million Americans receive hip
replacements each year. With today’s seniors living health-
ier and more active lives, that number is bound to increase.

After surgery, patients must undergo therapy to ensure a
full recovery and regain the function and strength that
existed prior to the hip replacement. Physical therapists
work with patients to help them improve and regain phys-
ical mobility, strength and fitness. 

“Rehabilitative therapy is a vital component of a suc-
cessful hip replacement. It is important to plan for a com-
prehensive post-surgery rehabilitation program,” said
Melissa Luchynsky, Aegis Therapies, Rehab Program
Coordinator. “Therapy helps patients regain their inde-
pendence and get back to enjoying their regular activi-
ties.”

Patients can make the recovery process less daunting

by following these five basic
recovery guidelines:

1. Follow directions: Post-operative activities, whether
minimal or complex, are crucial in recovery. Carefully
follow the directions of your physician and physical ther-
apist to prevent the new joint from dislocating while
ensuring a proper healing process.

2. Strike a balance: Patients should engage in activity
as well as rest. Although getting right back into the swing
of things isn’t realistic immediately after surgery, basic
movement helps introduce the new joint to the body.

3. Accident-proof your home: Remove items that could
provoke a fall, such as throw rugs or extension cords.
Temporarily rearrange furniture so that moving around
the home is easier; install a grab bar in the shower. Place
frequently used items within arm’s reach to avoid excess
up and down movement.

4. Plan your recovery: Most patients want to know
when they can resume their regular activities. When
planning your surgery and recovery, ask your physician
and therapist when you’ll be able to resume everyday
physical tasks. Having an idea of when you can drive
again, return to work or even participate in athletic activ-

ities can be reassuring.
5. Give it time: Patients will find that during the first

one to two weeks there will be somewhat limited physi-
cal activity. Your therapist will guide you as to what activ-
ities are appropriate immediately after surgery. Patients
usually can begin walking shortly after surgery with the
aid of device, such as a walker or a cane. As time and
therapy progresses, walking on uneven ground and even
taking the stairs becomes doable again. Driving and
returning to work can take as little as four weeks, but for
some people it may take up to 10 weeks depending on
the individual’s work environment and the specific surgi-
cal procedure.

“Every person is different, so therapy is individualized
for the needs of each patient.” stated Luchynsky.
Luchynsky is an occupational therapist at Golden
LivingCenter in Clarion, Pennsylvania. 

To learn more about Aegis Therapies’ rehabilitation services,
call one of Golden LivingCenters in Western Pennsylvania or

visit www.aegistherapies.com.
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Five Things You Should Know When
Recovering From Hip Replacement Surgery RRehabilitationehabilitation

Profiles In Rehabilitation

FAMILY HOSPICE AND PALLIATIVE CARE

Amy Cribbs, MS - PHYSICAL THERAPIST

In a career that extends over 27 years, Amy Cribbs, MS, is now in her third year of ser-
vice with Family Hospice and Palliative Care. Amy tends to families in eastern and north-
ern communities. She shares that her years in long-term care prior to her work with hos-
pice provided her with a valuable window into the experience of aging in place. Amy
recounts how sometimes families and even other health care professionals became less
involved with residents at end of life as their expectations diminished with the resident’s
abilities. Amy sees her skills in helping people adjust to functional losses while optimiz-
ing independence, safety and comfort as a privileged opportunity to enhance this trans-
formative time for patients and families. She considers timely, honest and sensitive communication with families para-
mount in providing the necessary context for their understanding of life-limiting illness as a process. Amy embraces
the opportunity to educate patients, families and other health care professionals about the distinctions between tra-
ditional physical therapy and physical therapy as it applies to the goals of the hospice patient. Amy credits her fellow
team members, nurses in particular, with refining her understanding of pain assessment and management and is grate-
ful for the true interdisciplinary team experience she’s enjoyed at Family Hospice and Palliative Care. 

Bill Sheppard, MS - PHYSICAL THERAPIST

Bill Sheppard, MS, is in his seventh year as a Physical Therapist with Family Hospice
and Palliative Care. Bill sees patients and families followed by Family Hospice’s South
Hills and Hermitage teams. He supports the agency’s educational efforts as an instructor
for Family Hospice’s Caregiver Training program and as a presenter at in-services for
internal staff and at long term care campuses throughout the area. With over 36 years in
the field, Bill considers his work in hospice to be the most rewarding he’s ever done. He
speaks with unceasing surprise about the generosity of families who invite him into the
intimate circle of caring around their loved one and about the will and joy of patients
who continue to set goals regardless of life-limiting illness. Bill values the luxury that
hospice affords of interventions driven entirely by the patient’s and the family’s goals for
the experience, not by the constraints of a clinical schedule of measureable progress. He
describes a kind of “reverse rehabilitation” wherein the physical therapist continues to have something to lend to
quality of life even as physical abilities diminish. It requires what Bill sees as a “re-conceptualization of what we were
taught in school.” In addition to his skills as a physical therapist, Bill is also a talented pianist and is know to favor
families with a song or two if requested. For his many and on-going contributions to patient care, Bill has been rec-
ognized by his peers with the Heart of Hospice award. 

THE WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA HOSPITAL

Kirsten Lageman,
CCC-SLP

Kirsten Lageman, CCC-SLP,
uses a broad skill set to help
patients to return to a level of inde-
pendence after a debilitating med-
ical event. In the Inpatient Acute
Rehab-ilitation Unit at The
Western Pennsylvania Hospital,
she works with patients who are having difficulty speaking,
communicating their needs and feelings, processing their
thoughts, producing their voice, or swallowing food and
drinks. Patients who suffer from a stroke, head injury or
neurological disorder may experience such issues.

She’s aware that many patients may return home alone or
with minimal help, so they need to be able to read direc-
tions on medication bottles or manage their money. “Ten
percent of what I treat is slurred speech, the other 90 per-
cent is language and cognitive deficits,” said Lageman.

According to Mike Serdy, Rehabilitation Services
Program Director at West Penn Hospital, Lageman’s wealth
of experience and professionalism ensure patients are
receiving the best treatment and care possible.

Greg Rudy, OTR
Greg Rudy, OTR, thinks

laughter is the best form of
medicine. In the Inpatient
Acute Rehabilitation Unit at
The Western Pennsylvania
Hospital, he helps patients
regain the strength to perform
their everyday activities. With a
degree in psychology and occu-
pational therapy, Greg knows
that patients are often very frustrated and depressed about
losing function after a major medical event.

“He’s a comedian. He’s always happy and is constantly
encouraging patients. He builds a strong rapport with
patients because of it,” says Mike Serdy, Rehabilitation
Services Program Director.

According to Rudy, anything patients do in their every-
day lives, the Acute Rehab staff will simulate that activity
on the rehab unit or take them out in the community.
Whether it’s trips to Starbucks, baking brownies or re-cre-
ating a golfing green, Rudy works with each patient indi-
vidually to ensure they return to full lives.

Rudy has been an occupational therapist for over 17
years. He has worked at West Penn Hospital for 8 years. He
is a graduate of the University of Pittsburgh.

VINCENTIAN REHABILITATION SERVICES

Nancy Kammersell, MA, CCC, SLP
When Vincentian Rehabilitation Services was looking for a speech therapist for their new out-

patient facility which opened in March, Nancy Kammersell was a great fit for their needs.
Nancy brings more than 25 years of speech therapy experience to Vincentian Rehabilitation

Services and has worked in the North Hills for the past nine years. She’s pursuing her certifica-
tion to provide vital stim therapy and has an interest in stroke and head injury.

At Vincentian Rehabilitation Services, Nancy evaluates and treats patients in both inpatient and
outpatient settings, visiting Vincentian Regency and other skilled nursing facilities within Vincentian Collaborative
System. Her current work is focused on evaluating people for swallowing problems and determining the appropriate
approach for each patient. Additionally she’s focusing on cognitive therapy, memory therapy, language and communi-
cation therapy. 

After witnessing the effects of her grandfather’s stroke in 1971, Nancy took an interest in speech therapy. Today, she
most enjoys the time she spends with her patients hearing their fascinating stories. She takes pride in the successful out-
comes she’s witnessed in her patients and in the joy patients feel upon recovery.



Physical therapy is an integral part of
both in-patient and out-patient treat-
ment at Millcreek Community Hos-

pital (MCH) and the Lake Erie College of
Osteopathic Medicine (LECOM) John M.
and Silvia Ferretti Medical Fitness &
Wellness Center. Our dedicated team of
rehabilitation professionals works with
individuals and their families to develop
programs tailored to their needs. Prompt
return of our patients to work, sport and
pain-free living is our top priority.

The center opened in March to provide a
medically integrated approach to improv-
ing the health of the Erie, Pennsylvania
community. Physical Therapy at the center
is part of the team of medical experts
uniquely positioned to provide patients
with total health care for a lifetime of well-
ness. The center incorporates two floors of
exercise and wellness training facilities and
physicians from Medical Associates of Erie
occupy the third floor where their patients
have easy access to the wellness center pro-
grams, including physical therapy.

Physical therapy is one of the most
expansive branches of rehabilitative health
care that uses specially designed exercises
and equipment to help patients regain or
improve their physical abilities. Physical
therapists work with many types of
patients, suffering from any number of
musculoskeletal disorders. At the LECOM
Medical Fitness and Wellness Center, our
physicians and therapists treat a variety of
orthopedic, medical, surgical and neurolog-
ical cases. Our goal is to maximize recovery
from injury, illness, or surgery, and promote
exercise, fitness, and healthy living.

Our certified staff utilizes one of the
more recent advancements in physical ther-
apy known as the McKenzie Method. This
method, also known as Mechanical
Diagnosis and Therapy, is a philosophy of
active patient involvement and education
for back, neck and extremity problems. The
key distinction is its initial assessment com-
ponent—a safe and reliable means to accu-
rately reach a diagnosis and only then make
the appropriate treatment plan. McKenzie
treatment uniquely emphasizes education
and active patient involvement in the man-
agement of their treatment in order to
decrease pain quickly, and restore function
and independence, minimizing the number
of visits to the clinic.1

Another emerging technique that our
physical therapists utilize is cold laser (or
light) therapy. This therapy exposes the
injured region to low-level laser light,
which is used to stimulate or inhibit cellu-

lar function. 
In addition to these latest methods, our

physical therapists also utilize a wide vari-
ety of treatments including: joint mobiliza-
tion, which is a treatment technique used
to manage musculoskeletal dysfunction,
and soft tissue technique, which is the
assessment, treatment and management of
soft tissue injury, pain and dysfunction pri-
marily of the neuromusculoskeletal system.
The Wellness Center is also home to three
state of the art pools, including a warm
water therapy pool, where aquatic therapy
is given. It is a beneficial form of therapy
that uses the physical properties of water to
assist in patient healing and exercise per-
formance.

In the tradition of osteopathic medicine,
our therapists treat the whole person for
physical illnesses, while emphasizing pre-
ventive care. Therefore, we offer a more
holistic approach for pain management
including manual therapy. This hands-on
approach can be helpful for the treatment
of joints that lack mobility and range of
motion in certain musculo-skeletal condi-
tions. Manual physical therapy involves
restoring mobility to stiff joints and reduc-
ing muscle tension in order to return the
patient to more natural movement without
pain.2

For further information about our physical
therapy program and facilities, 

visit www.lecomwellness.com or 
www.millcreekcommunityhospital.com.

Sources:1. www.mckenziemdt.org  2. www.aaompt.org
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LECOM Sports

Medicine Physician 

Dr. Gregory

Coppola instructs

LECOM 

medical students

with a patient in 

the Physical

Therapy room at

the LECOM

Medical Fitness &

Wellness Center.  

Millcreek Community Hospital
Physical Therapists are 

Part of a Team Providing 
Total Health Care for a Lifetime

Millcreek Community Hospital
and LECOM Medical 

Fitness and Wellness Center
Physical Therapists:

Stephen Burke, P.T. – Steve received
his Bachelor’s degree in physical therapy
and biology from the University of
Pittsburgh. He has over 21 years of prac-
tice, primarily in orthopedics, with experi-
ence in general rehabilitation, acute care
and geriatrics.

■

Vickie McClay, M.P.T. – Vickie received
her Master’s degree in physical therapy
from Duquesne University in Pittsburgh,
PA. She is also certified in the McKenzie
Method.
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Robert F. Sawicki,
Ph.D., is an investiga-
tor of sorts. As a neu-

ropsychologist at Memorial
Medical Center’s Crichton
Rehabilitation Center, Dr.
Sawicki studies brain
behavior in patients, such as
their thinking, learning,
perception and memory
processes using standard-
ized neuropsychological
tests including adult memo-
ry, intelligence, visual per-
ception and language
assessments. “I’m looking for patterns of
changes in a patient’s mental functioning,
which can help relate specific behaviors to
either a neurological, dementing or other
type of disorder with the goal of getting
them the proper treatment,” says Dr.
Sawicki. Whereas neurologists study the
structural aspects of the brain, as a neu-
ropsychologist, Dr. Sawicki focuses on
brain functions. In regards to neurosurgical
patients, Dr. Sawicki conducts neuropsy-
chological exams both pre and post tumor

resection to demonstrate
the neurosurgical benefit.
At Crichton, he helps the
staff in assisting patients
trying to overcome physi-
cal and functional disabil-
ities resulting from
tumors, strokes and brain
injuries. 

“Dr. Sawicki’s evalua-
tion is different than a
neurologist’s or physical
medicine specialist’s eval-
uation. He adds value in
determining the best

course of rehabilitative therapy and treat-
ment for a patient,” says Teresa Hoffman,
Director, Crichton Rehabilitation Center. 

“Most rehabilitation patients will never
fully regain 100 percent of their function-
ing,” says Dr. Sawicki. “Therefore, the chal-
lenge and focus is instead on developing a
rehabilitation plan that will help the patient
and his or her family compensate for what
they’ve lost and adapt, so that they can have
more freedom in their home environment
and live as normal a life as possible.” 

Neuropsychologist a Valuable
Addition to Rehabilitation Team

Dr. Robert F. Sawicki

“Freedom Through Functionality”
Approach Decreases Pain, 

Increases Freedom

Aegis Therapies at Golden Living
Center Mt. Lebanon utilizes a spe-
cially-designed proprietary strength

building program, called “Freedom
Through Functionality” (FTF), in part-
nership with Nautilus®. This program is
only available exclusively through Aegis
Therapies. It includes Nautilus®
machines along with proprietary proto-
cols, training, implementation and mar-
keting support. There is much research
evidence to support that the most effective
approach to building strength is to use
exercise equipment and use high resis-
tance protocols. The Nautilus® machines
provide a safe, ideal biomechanical envi-
ronment for our aging patients to use for
exercise. 

Aegis Rehab Outcomes show that
Medicare patients treated in facilities with
the FTF program during 2008 experi-
enced much greater relief from pain and
increase in function. Patients treated for
pain using the FTF program were much
more likely to be able to function and
sleep without disruption and they only
needed to take medication on an “as need-
ed” basis. Patients who were treated for
pain using more traditional methods were
more likely to experience occasional dis-
ruptions in their ability to function, dis-
ruptions in their sleep and needed to take
medication on a regular basis to manage
the pain. 

Seniors in nearly every living setting can
benefit from a well-designed, strength-
building program. In addition to simple
gains in strength, other secondary benefits
include: up to 30% reduction in risk for

falls; reduced burden of care for those
seniors who may be living in a skilled care
setting; increased independence and
increased efficiency with activities of daily
living (ADLs); increased participation in
other activities for seniors living in inde-
pendent or assisted living settings,
increased overall well-being, improved
self-esteem and self-image, and increased
socialization through increased participa-
tion.

To learn more about Aegis Therapies’
rehabilitation services, call one of Golden
LivingCenters in Western Pennsylvania or

visit www.aegistherapies.com.

Lou Louies, therapist, works with resident,

Bill Nolan, on a Nautilus® machine.

Automated Security Alert
3500 Main Street, Munhall
www.asamate.com
800-338-7114

Live Alone Without Being Alone

Personal Emergency
Response Systems

24-HOUR MONITORING SERVICE             

Over 20 Years of Serving Pennsylvania

Local Professional Service
No Long Term Contract

MedReady
We realize the importance of taking each dose of 

medication as prescribed. That’s why
Automated Security Alert Systems offers MedReady.

• Timed-alarm system provides next dosage daily

• Operates by easy-to-use microchip technology 

• Costs less than similar devices

• Medication is under 

lock and key
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Give us a call today — we’d like to welcome you to a Golden way of life!

therapy services
provided by

www.goldenlivingcenters.com

COMING SOON!

Golden Living provides you with short-term, targeted rehab services and skilled nursing care before returning home 

life. Our therapy services are provided by Aegis Therapies, a leader in both inpatient and outpatient rehabilitation 

services.

Your pathway 
to independence

Experience the 
Golden Difference

Golden LivingCenter – Cambridge 
Springs 

110 Canfield Street
Cambridge Springs, PA 16403
814-398-4626
Fax: 814-398-2803 

Golden LivingCenter – Clarion
999 Heidrick Street
Clarion, PA 16214
814-226-6380
Fax: 814-226-5177 

Golden LivingCenter – Kinzua
205 Water Street
Warren, PA 16365
814-726-0820
Fax: 814-726-9717 

Golden LivingCenter – Meadville
14714 Park Avenue Ext.
Meadville, PA 16335
814-337-4228
Fax: 814-336-5345 

Golden LivingCenter – Monroeville
4142 Monroeville Boulevard
Monroeville, PA 15146
412-856-7570
Fax: 412-373-4383 

Golden LivingCenter – Mt. Lebanon
350 Old Gilkeson Road
Pittsburgh, PA 15228
412-257-4444
Fax: 412-257-8226 

Golden LivingCenter – Murrysville
3300 Logans Ferry Road
Murrysville, PA 15668
724-325-1500
Fax: 724-325-3859 

Golden LivingCenter – Oakmont
26 Ann Street
Oakmont, PA 15139
412-828-7300
Fax: 412-828-2669 

Golden LivingCenter – Oil City
1293 Grandview Road
Oil City, PA 16301
814-676-8208
Fax: 814-677-4877 

Golden LivingCenter – 
Shippenville

21158 Paint Boulevard
Shippenville, PA 16254
814-226-5660
Fax: 814-226-9896 

Golden LivingCenter – 
Titusville

81 East Dillon Drive
Titusville, PA 16354
814-827-2727
Fax: 814-827-7911 

Golden LivingCenter – 
Western Reserve

1521 West 54th Street
Erie, PA 16509
814-864-0671
Fax: 814-866-5681 

Golden LivingCenter – 
Walnut Creek

4850 Zuck Road
Erie, PA 16506
1-877-8-Walnut

Golden LivingCenters and Aegis Therapies welcome all persons in need of thier services and 

do not discriminate on the basis of age, disability, race, color, national origin, ancestry, religion,

sex, or source of payment.  GLS-04251-09 EE
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www.amerinet-gpo.
Reducing healthcare costs. 

{  h e a l t h c a r e  c h

IF SUSAN TH
TO INCREASE 
BY 8% TO JUSTI
EXPANSION WIT
O F  D I R E C T O
SHE IMPROVE PAT
S C O R E S  F O R  F O
DECREASE SUPPLY CHAIN
AT SOME POINT IT ALL SEEMS TO RUN TOGETHER, DOESN’T IT? One steady stream of dema
Our members saved more than $338 million working with Amerinet last year. Call Amerinet today a
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.com | 877-711-5700
Improving healthcare quality.

h a l l e n g e  n o .  4 1 2  }

E CEO NEEDS
DAILY CENSUS 
FY A PROPOSED 

TH THE BOARD
R S , H O W  C A N
IENT SATISFACTION

O O D S E R V I C E  A N D
N EXPENSES BY $300,000?

ands on your facility, your staff  and you. But while the problems may be complex, the answer doesn’t have to be.
and find out how we can deliver the tools and services to enhance your financial and operational effi  ciency.
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Healthcare Professionals in the News
ALLEGHENY GENERAL
HOSPITAL

Allegheny General
Hospital sports
medicine specialist
Edward Snell,
M.D., received the
2009 Team
Physician Award
from the
Pennsylvania
Athletic Trainers’ Society, in recognition
of his 15-plus years of service to athletes,
and the education and support of athletic
trainers. In addition to serving as the
Director of the Primary Sports Medicine
Fellowship at AGH, Dr. Snell is Head
Team Physician for the Pittsburgh Pirates
and was recently elected President of the
Major League Baseball Team Physicians’
Association. He serves as Medical
Director for Duquesne University’s
Athletic Training Education Program and
is team physician for numerous
Pittsburgh-area high schools.

ALTOONA REGIONAL HEALTH
SYSTEM

The Altoona
Regional Health
System Board of
Directors at its
most recent meet-
ing unanimously
approved the
appointment of

Jerry Murray as president/chief executive
officer. Murray has been serving as acting
president/chief executive officer since
November1, 2008, when the former
president/chief executive officer, Jim
Barner, retired. Prior to Murray’s appoint-
ment as acting president/chief executive
officer, he was senior vice-president/clini-
cal services for four years at Altoona
Regional and had previously served in
various leadership positions at
Mercy/Bon Secours-Holy Family Hospital
for 19 years.

BUTLER HEALTH SYSTEM

Homer
Schreckengost,
D.O., has joined
the Butler Health
System hospitalist
program. Dr.
Schreckengost
completed an
internship and res-
idency at Clarion
Hospital where he served as chief resi-
dent from July 2002 to June 2004. While
at Clarion Hospital, Schreckengost served
as adjunct clinical assistant professor in
family practice for LECOM. He also
served as medical director for Keeling
Health Center at Clarion University, in
addition to roles as director of medical
education and family practice residency
director at Clarion Hospital; medical
director of Huston Family Health Center
in Knox, PA; and medical director for
Family Healthcare of Clarion.

Sangeetha Konda,
M.D., of Advanced
OB/GYN
Associates has
joined the medical
staff at Butler
Memorial Hospital.
Dr. Konda com-
pleted an intern-
ship at the
Harrisburg Family
Practice Residency Program at Pinnacle
Health and her residency at Penn State’s
Hershey Medical Center, specializing in
obstetrics and gynecology. Dr. Konda
completed an externship at Dunn-Erwin
Medical Center in Erwin, N.C., and
retains research experience in obstetrics
and gynecology. 

CENTERS FOR REHAB
SERVICES

Mark McMillen,
L.P.T., facility direc-
tor has re-located
to the new
Chippewa location.
Mark received a
Bachelor Of
Science Degree in
Physical Therapy
from the University
of Pittsburgh in
1991. Mark has been with CRS for 13
years, specializing in sport rehabilitation,
general orthopedics with emphasis on
the spine.

Shelley Marie
McMahon, DPT,
named facility
director of the
Hopewell location.
Shelley received a
Doctorate of
Physical Therapy
from the University
of Pittsburgh.
Shelley’s main
focus is on the treatment of orthopedic
injuries.

Lauren DeFilippi,
MPT, named facili-
ty director of the
Moon location.
Lauren received a
Master of Physical
Therapy from
Duquesne
University.
Lauren’s profes-
sional career has focused on treating and
improving orthopedic injuries and focus-
ing on the management of Sports
Medicine issues. Lauren is a member of
the APTA and is an Adjunct Instructor in
the physical therapy department at
Duquesne University.

Brian Anderson,
MPT, named facili-
ty director of the
Forest Hills loca-
tion. Brian
received a
Bachelor of
Science degree in
Exercise and
Sports Science,
Athletic Training
Option, from the Pennsylvania State

University and a Master of Physical
Therapy from Chatham University. Brian
has over 10 years experience in the out-
patient orthopedic setting. He is a mem-
ber of the American Physical Therapy
Association, orthopedic section.

Jeffrey Rothman,
DPT, OCS, named
facility director of
the Squirrel Hill
location. Jeff
received a
Bachelor of
Science in Exercise
Physiology from
West Virginia
University and a
Doctorate of Physical Therapy from
Chatham University. Jeff has been with
CRS for 7 years. He is the President of the
PPTA Southwest District and is a
Professor at Chatham University. 

Jennifer N. Cohen,
PT, DPT, MPH,
named facility
director of the
Oakland location.
Jen received a
Bachelor of Science
from the University
of Pittsburgh in
Movement
Science, a Master
of Public Health from Boston University,
and a Doctorate of Physical Therapy from
MGH Institute of Health Professions. Jen
recently returned to Pittsburgh from
Boston where she worked as a physical
therapist in both outpatient orthopedics
and inpatient acute care.

THE CHILDREN’S HOME OF
PITTSBURGH & LEMIEUX
FAMILY CENTER

Dr. Benjamin Miller
has accepted the
position of
Physician Leader
for the Diagnostic
Referral Group at
The Children’s
Home of
Pittsburgh &
Lemieux Family
Center. Dr. Miller
received his bachelor’s degree from Yale
University and graduated from the
University of Pittsburgh School of
Medicine in 2004. He completed his
Pediatric Residency and served as Chief
Pediatric Resident at Children’s Hospital
of Pittsburgh of UPMC. 

CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL OF
PITTSBURGH OF UPMC

Howard W.
“Hoddy” Hanna III
has been elected
Chair of the
Children’s Hospital
of Pittsburgh
Foundation Board
of Trustees. His
term runs through
Dec. 31, 2010.
Hanna has been a
member of the Foundation Board since
its inception in July 2000 and serves on

■ DR. EDWARD SNELL

■ DR. SANGEETHA
KONDA

■ JEFFREY ROTHMAN

■ JENNIFER N. COHEN

■ DR. BENJAMIN MILLER

■ JERRY MURRAY

■ DR. HOMER
SCHRECKENGOST

■ MARK MCMILLEN

■ SHELLEY MARIE
MCMAHON

■ LAUREN DEFILIPPI

■ BRIAN ANDERSON
■ HOWARD W. HANNA III
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its Affiliation Oversight Committee,
Executive Committee, Finance and
Investment Committee and Capital
Campaign Cabinet. He also has been a
member of the Children’s Hospital of
Pittsburgh of UPMC Board of Trustees
since 1993 and currently serves as vice
chair. He also serves on the hospital
board’s Executive Committee and
Finance and Investment Committee.
Additionally, Hanna is a member of the
UPMC Board of Directors and sits on its
Executive Committee. Hanna is Chairman
and Chief Executive Officer of Howard
Hanna Real Estate Services.

John F. Alcorn,
Ph.D., a biologist
in the John G.
Rangos Sr.
Research Center at
Children’s
Hospital of
Pittsburgh of
UPMC, has been
selected as one of
ten 2009 recipi-
ents of the prestigious Parker B. Francis
Fellowship, awarded each year to scien-
tists conducting pulmonology research.
Dr. Alcorn’s research focuses on uncover-
ing the molecular pathway of pneumonia
infections and defining novel therapeutic
targets in the lung. 

EXCELA HEALTH
Excela Health lab-
oratory technolo-
gist Toni Roney,
MLT(ASCP),
CLT(HEW), is
newly creden-
tialed in molecular
laboratory diag-
nostics. A 32-year
veteran of the
Westmoreland Hospital laboratory where
she received her initial training as a med-
ical technologist, Roney completed a
yearlong Web-based certificate course
from Michigan State University’s
Biomedical Laboratory Diagnostics
Program that concluded with a weeklong
intensive laboratory experience in June.
Roney’s specialty is Immunology. Roney
recently relocated to Excela’s Latrobe
campus where Immunology services
have been consolidated.

GATEWAY HEALTH PLAN®

Gateway Health
Plan® recently
named Michael
Madden, M.D.,
Chief Medical
Officer. Dr.
Madden is well-
known to many,
having served as a
Medical Director
at Gateway Health
Plan from 2002-2005 before joining
Highmark Blue Cross Blue Shield, where
he served as a Medical Director for
Medical Performance Management the
last four years. Early in his career, he
served as Executive Director for the St.
Vincent Medical Group in Erie,
Pennsylvania and a faculty member of the
Family Practice Residency at St. Vincent
for many years.

GATEWAY REHABILITATION
CENTER
Alysia Savannah,
M.Ed., has been
named director of
the Gateway
Rehab Corrections
program in
Braddock, PA.
Prior to this posi-
tion, she was the
clinical manager at
Liberty Station, Gateway’s halfway house
for adolescent males located in
Bridgeville, PA. Savannah taught school
for 12 years and is certified as both an
Addiction Counselor Diplomate and an
International Co-Occurring Disorders
Professional Diplomate. 

David Blenk,
M.Arch., has been
named Gateway
Rehabilitation
Center’s executive
vice president of
corporate planning
and business
development. Prior
to joining
Gateway, he was
executive director of Oakland Planning
and Development Corporation. Blenk has
previously served as a board member for
the Oakland Transportation Management
Association, Oakland Business
Improvement District, and the Pittsburgh
Community Reinvestment Group. 

HERITAGE VALLEY HEALTH
SYSTEM

The Board of
Directors of
Heritage Valley
Health System
recently added
two new board
members to their
organization. 
Jay R. Zdunek,
D.O., is a primary
care physician with
offices in Midland,
PA and Calcutta,
OH. Dr. Zdunek is
also the president
of the medical staff
at Heritage Valley
Beaver, medical
director of Medi
Home Hospice
and chairman of
Tri-State Medical
Group, a subsidiary of Heritage Valley
Health System. Mary Kirsch, C.P.A., is a
senior financial manager for Simio LLC in
Sewickley. Prior to that, she was chief
financial officer for Systems Modeling
Corporation, based in Sewickley, and a
tax manager for Peat Marwick Mitchell
and Company, based in Seattle, and
Arthur Andersen in Hong Kong. 

LAKE ERIE COLLEGE OF
OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE

The Lake Erie
College of
Osteopathic
Medicine
announces the
promotion of
Hershey Bell,
M.D., M.S. (Med
Ed), as Vice

President of Academic Affairs and Dean
of the LECOM School of Pharmacy. Dr.
Bell began teaching at LECOM as Clinical
Professor of Family Medicine and
Associate Dean for Faculty Development
and Evaluation in 2004. He will continue
to oversee faculty development, the
Master of Science in Medical Education
program, and the Teaching and Learning
Center.

John M. Ferretti,
D.O., president
and CEO of the
Lake Erie College
of Osteopathic
Medicine,
received a
Presidential
Citation from the
American
Osteopathic
Association (AOA) Board of Trustees. The
citation recognizes Dr. Ferretti’s “dedica-
tion to advancing the interests of osteo-
pathic medical education” over his 35-
year career in osteopathic medicine.

Mathew Bateman,
Ph.D., was pro-
moted to
Associate
Professor of
Anatomy. Dr.
Bateman is a lec-
turer for the
College of
Medicine, School
of Pharmacy and
the Master of
Science in Medical Education program.
Beyond his teaching duties, Dr. Bateman
is the course director of Anatomy and
Physiology for the LECOM School of

Pharmacy, system coordinator for the
Respiratory system in the College of
Medicine, as well as the assistant director
of the Lecture Discussion Pathway.

Richard McCabe,
Ph.D., was pro-
moted to Professor
of Physiology. Dr.
McCabe is director
of the physiology
course for LECOM
osteopathic medi-
cine and post-bac-
calaureate stu-
dents. Dr. McCabe
serves as director of community service
and faculty adviser for the college’s
Mentoring Club. Since coming to LECOM
in 2003, he has received the John and
Silvia Ferretti Award for Distinguished
Teaching, the American Association of
Colleges of Pharmacy (AACP) Teacher of
the Year Award, and the School of
Pharmacy Most Outstanding Faculty in
Pharmacy Science award.■ DR. JOHN F. ALCORN
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Healthcare Professionals in the News
MONONGAHELA VALLEY
HOSPITAL

Officers of the boards of Mon-Vale Health
Resources, Inc. will continue in their lead-
ership roles in Fiscal Year 2009 – 2010.
Richard A. Barcelona, chairman; John D.
Fry, vice chairman, and R. Carlyn Belczyk,
secretary, were re-elected to their posi-
tions with the Mon-Vale Board of
Directors and Hospital Board of Trustees.
Barcelona, chairman and CEO of Bailey
Engineers, Inc., was appointed to the
Mon-Vale Board of Directors in 1997 and
to the Hospital Board of Trustees in 1999. 
Fry, president and chief executive officer
of Procurement Specialty Group, Inc. was
elected to the MVHR Board of Directors
in 1998 and to the MVH Board of
Trustees in 2000. 
Belczyk is a certified public accountant,
accredited in business valuations and a
certified valuation analyst. She began her
career in public accounting in 1986. 

OHIO VALLEY GENERAL
HOSPITAL

Ohio Valley
General Hospital
Anesthesiologist
and the Institute
for Pain
Diagnostics and
Care Medical
Director David
Provenzano, M.D.,
has been selected
to serve on the
American Society
of Anesthesiologists Subcommittee on
Regional Anesthesia and Acute Pain. 

ST. CLAIR HOSPITAL
Gynecologic
Oncologist John T.
Comerci, Jr., M.D.,
has begun practic-
ing at St. Clair
Hospital.  Dr.
Comerci is the
Director of the
Division of
Gynecologic
Oncology,
Department of Obstetrics/Gynecology at
West Penn Allegheny Health System. He
is the principal investigator for the
Gynecologic Oncology Group for West
Penn Allegheny Health System, in affilia-
tion with the Cleveland Clinic.

SHARON REGIONAL HEALTH
SYSTEM
Ravi Alapati, M.D., a
specialist in advanced
laparoscopic surgery
and board certified
general surgeon,
recently joined the
medical staff of
Sharon Regional
Health System. 

SHRINERS HOSPITALS FOR
CHILDREN – ERIE

John Lubahn,
M.D., has been
named Chief of
Staff of the
Shriners Hospitals
for Children—Erie.
Dr. Lubahn has
been serving as
the Interim Chief
of Staff since
December, 2007.
Dr. Lubahn has been a member of the
Erie hospital's medical staff since 1981.
Dr. Lubahn currently serves as Director of
the Orthopaedic Research Laboratory,
Director of the Orthopaedic Residency
Program and Chairman of the
Department of Orthopaedics.

The Orthopaedic Nurses Certification
Board has announced that Karen Phillips,

B.S.N., staff nurse RN3 at Shriners
Hospitals for Children – Erie, has success-
fully completed the Orthopaedic Nursing
Certification Exam and has achieved the
designation of Orthopaedic Nurse
Certified (ONC). 
Dustin Bruening, engineer in the Motion
Analysis Laboratory at the Shriners
Hospitals for Children – Erie, has success-
fully defended his doctoral dissertation
and been awarded his Ph.D. degree in
biomechanics from the University of
Delaware, Department of Biomechanics
and Movement Science. 

UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH
CANCER INSTITUTE (UPCI)

Merrill Egorin,
M.D., professor of
medicine and
pharmacology at
the University of
Pittsburgh Cancer
Institute (UPCI),
has received the
2009 American
Society of Clinical
Oncology (ASCO) Translational Research
Professorship for his work in improving
cancer treatments and supporting the
next generation of researchers. Dr. Egorin
will use the professorship to continue his
pre-clinical and clinical studies of
inhibitors of the PARP family of enzymes
and how they can be exploited as targets
for cancer therapies. 

■ DR. DAVID
PROVENZANO

■ DR. JOHN T. COMERCI,
JR.
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■ MVH BOARD
(L-R) JOHN D. FRY, VICE CHAIRMAN, RICHARD A.
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■ DR. JOHN LUBAHN ■ DR. MERRILL EGORIN
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www.OverheadReductionServices.com
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Overhead Reduction Services, LLC Helps Physicians 
Reduce Expenses to Increase Profits

ORS Negotiates Savings for Vendor Services Including:

✔ Telecom Services and Equipment ✔ Banking
✔ Credit Card Processing ✔ Shipping
✔ Check Verification and Guarantee ✔ Office Equipment
✔ Other Services by Request

ORS Cost Reduction Services Include:

✔ Auditing bills and recovering overcharges

✔ Analyzing vendor bills to eliminate unnecessary services

✔ Negotiating discounts with vendors

✔ Setting up vendor services for new and expanding practices
✔ Developing training tools that improve staff productivity:

■ Performance-based job descriptions
■ Employee handbooks and procedures manuals
■ “Quick-reference” job aids

"Our partnership with Cura Hospitality affords us 

the opportunity to provide a wealth of culinary and

service expertise, extensive resources to procure 

fresh and local foods, and highly knowledgeable 

clinicians. These value-added benefits dramatically

increase hospital staff, patient and guest satisfaction.

Thank you, Cura!" 
- Joan Massella

Administrative Vice President
and Chief Nursing Officer

St. Clair Hospital

www.curahospitality.com

Discover the difference a partnership with 
a locally owned, regional provider can deliver 
for your patients, staff and guests...

Kimmi Campagna, Director of Partnership Development

BY MATTHEW
PAPPALARDO

Thankfully for today’s
youngsters, many of
the deadly diseases

and epidemics that plagued
the world of our grandpar-
ents are no longer risks for
them. Science and technolo-
gy have advanced healthcare
and life expectancy at an
astonishing rate. Yet within
the last 15 years, a new and
different epidemic has start-
ed among young people.
Childhood obesity is at its
highest rate ever, and it is
getting worse. 

In the not-too-distant future, the sad real-
ity is Americans will be dying from obesity-
related complications at about the same rate
that the Third World is perishing from star-
vation. 

Cindy Fickley, assistant professor and the
director of the Undergraduate School of
Nursing Program at Carlow University,
teaches her students that a multitude of fac-
tors contribute to this problem. She believes
pediatric nurses must play an integral role in
combating such an epidemic, and stresses to
her students the importance of nutrition
and exercise in educating children and fam-
ilies about healthy living. 

“Family life is much different now than it
was even 20 years ago. Often you have two
busy, full-time working parents. You have
children spending more time watching tele-
vision or playing video games than being
active,” said Fickley.

With adult Americans ranking as some of
the world’s most obese, it is clear that a huge
problem is simply a lack of nutritional
knowledge or a lack of effort to eat healthy,
and that this is a societal problem. 

“If the parents are obese and they have an
unhealthy lifestyle, all too often you’re going
to see it with their kids as well,” said Fickley. 

There are also alarming trends that sug-
gest childhood obesity is not a problem
most overweight children are going to out-
grow. People obese in childhood grow up to
become obese adults at nearly an astound-
ing 80 percent rate. A myriad of serious
health complications are linked to obesity as
well, including diabetes, cardiovascular
complications, and various orthopedic
problems. 

A rise in obesity-related health problems
has beleaguered a healthcare industry that
could not have known how fast and devas-
tating the problem would be.

“The industry was unprepared for such an
epidemic. By the time the industry realized
how serious it was, it had already become a
huge problem,” said Fickley, who added that
the worst part is that the epidemic is grow-
ing, and said, “It’s definitely going to get
worse before it gets better.”

Luckily, however, there is also good news.
Obesity is preventable. The current epidem-
ic has resulted from a change in the average
lifestyle, mainly in diet and physical activity.
But certain easy steps can be taken to raise
awareness and begin to live a much healthi-
er life.

The trick is breaking the cycle of igno-
rance and noncompliant behavior.

“The industry has to have a plan, and that
plan has to include putting nutrition and

physical activity at
the forefront. But,
with something like
this, as with many
other issues, it has to
start in the home,”
said Fickley.

Fickley said if pedi-
atric nurses put
increased emphasis
on nutrition and
exercise in their
teaching plans, chil-
dren would be
exposed to ideas such
as proper diet and
being active.

One step Fickley
would like to see is the implementation of a
standardized assessment, done whenever a
child sees his or her pediatrician. 

“This would give doctors an opportunity
to locate warning signs and provide them an
opportunity to educate both children and
parents about taking steps towards healthier
lives,” Fickley said.

Doctors would be able to utilize a multi-
tude of techniques to help a family move
their child towards a healthier lifestyle,
including food diaries, plotting a child’s
growth rates, knowing a child’s body mass
index (BMI), assessment of a child’s hair,
teeth, skin, gums, and eyes. Such an assess-
ment by the child’s primary doctor could
allow for further diagnostic testing and early
detection of possible serious risks. 

Most importantly, it would allow doctors
an opportunity to talk to parents, to suggest
changes in lifestyle and the home-life of the
child. This is usually the sensitive part.

“A lot of parents don’t like being told that
their child’s diet and lifestyle are unhealthy.
Parents like to think they know what they’re
doing, that they’re raising their child the
same way they were raised, etc. But a lot of
parents are admittedly ignorant to smart diet
and lifestyle choices, and benefit greatly
from helpful advice,” said Fickley.

Some of the nutritional advice seems like
common sense, but it is precisely the failure
to follow it that has led to the current crisis.
Families should strive to make sure they eat
a balanced diet with wholesome, home-
cooked food, avoiding fast food and
processed food for the sake of quickness and
convenience. Healthy lunches packed for a
child are often a plus over processed food
available at a school cafeteria. Parents
should make sure their children avoid high-
fat (potato chips) and high-sugar (cookies,
soda) items, and insist on exercise of some
sort.

While the crisis is expected to worsen,
Fickley said that awareness has started to
spread, however slowly. The healthcare
industry, and more importantly families, can
no longer deny that it is a serious problem. 

She said, “We as nurses have a responsi-
bility to promote and improve the health of
infants, children, and adolescents through
education. Parents and children need to be
taught about proper nutrition and the need
for physical activity.”

Cindy Fickley, MSN, assistant professor and
director of the Undergraduate School of

Nursing at Carlow University, can be reached
at (412) 578-6379 or fickleyca@carlow.edu. 

A Generation at Risk

Cindy Fickley

PED I A T R I C S
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E D U CAT I O N

Western Pennsylvania Nursing Students Outshine Recession, 
Combat State-wide Nursing Shortage

The current economy
has left many students
struggling to enter the

job market post-graduation,
but local nursing students
have the unique opportunity
to use the decline to their
advantage, as nursing has
proven to be a recession-
resistant profession.
According to the
Pennsylvania Center for
Health Careers, 2008 saw
2,566 job openings in
Pennsylvania—and 424 of
those were in the Pittsburgh
region. The state expects to
experience a shortage of 16,100 registered
nurses in 2010, leaving an abundance of
openings for new nurses.

One facility, The Children’s Home of
Pittsburgh & Lemieux Family Center, has
been helping local college and university
nursing students gain valuable experience
in the medical field through their student
nursing program. 

Some student nurses work within The
Children’s Home’s Pediatric Specialty
Hospital, a 28-bed acute care facility that
cares for infants and children transitioning
from hospital to home, as part of their pedi-
atric rotation. One of the benefits of the
program is that students have a longer peri-
od of time to learn about the complex pedi-

atric patient. The Children’s
Home’s patients remain at the
facility on average for 14-17
days, compared to the average
5 days at most other acute-
care pediatric hospitals.
Differing from a traditional
hospital, The Children’s
Home features a family-
friendly, homelike environ-
ment that is a more natural
and developmentally-appro-
priate setting for infants and
children. Students are also
exposed to discharge plan-
ning and have the chance to
learn about home-based
equipment.

Nursing students who rotate through
Child’s Way® – The Children’s Home’s
extended pediatric day care facility – are
able to discover the beneficial aspects of the
pediatric medical field firsthand. Each stu-
dent is assigned a child in the day care to
develop a care plan for the child’s special
needs. This teaches the students to consid-
er long term medical needs and how they
will be cared for over a long period of time. 

The University of Pittsburgh has been a
partner of the program for 10 years now,
and other partners include Duquesne and
Robert Morris Universities, La Roche
College, Citizens School of Nursing, West
Penn School of Nursing, and UPMC

Shadyside Hospital School of Nursing.
During their time at The Children’s Home,
students work with seasoned pediatric
nurses and are assigned to different patients
on a weekly basis to learn about specific
diagnoses and treatments. 

“The Children’s Home’s program allows
our students to really get into the heart of
the pediatric nursing field,” said Gail Ratliff
Woomer, MN, RN, clinical faculty with the
University of Pittsburgh’s School of
Nursing. “They are able to actively engage
in valuable hands-on experience in a spe-
cialized day care that cares for medically

fragile children in our community.” 
The pediatrics field allows nurses

to develop close relationships with
patients and their families, working
with them throughout many stages of
life. This requires a special tempera-
ment and understanding of how chil-
dren think, grow and act since pedi-
atric nurses not only form a bond
with the patient, but must often edu-
cate them and their caregivers as well.

“The Children’s Home values the
opportunity to advocate the educa-
tion of future nurses,” said Dr. Fred
Sherman, president of the medical
staff at The Children’s Home.
“Nursing students leave the program
with a better understanding of pedi-
atric patients, specifically medically
fragile ones, and an enhanced famil-

iarity with an acute-care setting. There are
very few opportunities for this kind of
experience in the Pittsburgh area, and these
experiences plays a vital role in our future
workforce development.” 

Pamela R. Schanwald is the Chief Executive
Officer of The Children’s Home & Lemieux

Family Center. She may be reached at
pschanwald@chomepgh.org or 

(412) 441-4884. 
To learn more about The Children’s Home,

visit www.childrenshomepgh.org.

(l-r) Suzanne Kearns, R.N., and Carlow College

student nurse, Lauren Nagy, with baby Jaydon.

BY PAMELA R.
SCHANWALD, R.N.,

M.H.S.A.

09ac
MGMA 2009 

ANNUAL CONFERENCE 

DENVER
OCT. 11-14, 2009

Medical Group Management Association (MGMA)

For details on registration, hotel 
reservations, sessions and more, 
visit mgma.com/ac.

MGMA is the premier membership association 
for 22,500 professional administrators and 

leaders of medical group practices.
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Health Care Programs:
RN-BS in 

Nursing Degree program
Case Management

Certificate

State approved training 
for Nursing Home and 
Personal Care Home 

administrators and staff.

PENN STATE 
GREATER ALLEGHENY

4000 University Drive 
McKeesport, PA 15132

412-675-9051
www.ga.psu.edu/CE

PENN STATE
GREATER

ALLEGHENY

Developments in Doctoral 
Education in Nursing

In October 2004, the
members of the American
Association of Colleges of

Nursing (AACN) voted to
establish the Doctor of
Nursing Practice (DNP) as
the preferred preparation for
advanced nursing practice by
2015. While a number of
articulate members opposed
this move, the majority pre-
vailed. The primary objec-
tion at that time was that the
option of a DNP might serve
to deter potential students
from achieving the PhD, thus
thwarting the advancement
of nursing science. That has not proven to
be the case. In fact, recent enrollment fig-
ures from the AACN reflect an expansion
of interest in doctoral education in nurs-
ing. In the recent past, graduations from
PhD programs annually numbered in the
400s, with a surge to over 500 in 2007
and 2008.[i] Close to 4,000 students are
currently enrolled in PhD programs. 

At the same time, almost 3,500 students
have enrolled in either post-baccalaureate
or post-master’s DNP programs, with 361
graduations in the past year. While close
to 80 percent of these students are NPs,
other areas of interest are dispersed
among the remaining 20 percent.[ii]
These trends reflect a large change in the
way in which nurses view doctoral educa-
tion, and it is hoped that this will lead to
changes in the way in nurses’ roles in the
workplace. 

The Duquesne University School of
Nursing has a well-established PhD pro-
gram and began offering a DNP in Fall
2008. Both programs are totally online,
designed for practicing professionals and
both are attracting students.

Basic elements and approaches to PhD
education have remained very stable for
the last decade, with considerable empha-
sis on research, theory and research
methodologies, including research design
and data analysis tools. The common ele-
ments or quality indicators in DNP pro-
grams are likewise fairly stable and reflect
a commitment to evidence-based practice,
quality and safety for patients, cultural
competence, population-based health
care planning, and competence in devel-
oping quality improvement processes.
Clearly all of these topics are tied directly
to the provision of excellence in clinical
nursing practice. 

It is certainly too early to
tell what impact DNP-pre-
pared nurses might have on
direct services to patients,
and to the quality improve-
ment goals of clinical prac-
tice. It is not too early to
predict that the degree to
which these nurses are suc-
cessful in affecting quality
will be closely correlated
with the kind of support
they receive from their
nursing colleague. We do
not have good reputations
for being supportive of
“new kids on the block,”
especially when their edu-

cational preparation exceeds our own.
However it seems clear that as nurses
have advanced the science underpinning
our practice, and moved nursing’s agenda
for patient care more to the center of
health care services, nurses have been
invited to participate in more formal ways
than ever before. 

For example, regardless of where you
stand on the current efforts to reform
health care finances, wasn’t it a pleasure
to hear President Obama mention nurses
as important contributors in the debate,
and a strong source of information in the
dialogue? We would not be in that mix if
some of our colleagues have not excelled
in health care policy, while others have
examined patient care outcomes in a sys-
tematic way, and still others have pio-
neered new approaches to coordinate care
to special populations. All of these nurs-
ing colleagues have collected data and
explored the impact of their work; most
have had the luxury of strong doctoral
education to prepare them for this work. 

It is my hope that as we explore new
ways to advance nursing practice and
develop optional avenues to advanced
education, our profession can rally sup-
port and enthusiasm for this new genera-
tion of nurses and cheer them to ever-
increasing challenges. 

Eileen Zungolo, Dean, Duquesne
University School of Nursing, can be reached

at zungolo@duq.edu or (412) 396-6554. 

i. Fang, D, Tracey, C., Bednash, G.D. (2009)
2008-2009 Enrollment and Graduations in
Baccalaureate and Graduate Programs in
Nursing. Washington, DC: American Association
of Colleges of Nursing.

ii. Op Cite.

BY EILEEN ZUNGOLO,
RN, EDD, CNE, FAAN,

ANEF

The Lake Erie College of Osteopathic Medicine is taking a leadership role in meeting
the challenges of 21st century medical education as the College opens LECOM at
Seton Hill, the school’s newest location at Seton Hill University in Greensburg. 

“Our goal has been to provide an opportunity for medical students to train in south-
western Pennsylvania, where there is a high need for future health care providers,” Dr.
Ferretti said. “LECOM’s experience in Erie and Bradenton shows us that a significant num-
ber of graduates practice in the same region where they attended school.” Nearly one out
of three LECOM Erie graduates remain in Pennsylvania, and with more than 35 percent of
the incoming class from Pennsylvania, the College anticipates similar results from LECOM
at Seton Hill. 

The Class of 2013 will begin their coursework on the Seton Hill campus in buildings ren-
ovated to suit the students’ unique learning needs. Changes have been made to both Lynch
Hall and Reeves Hall to include additional administrative and instructional space, a labo-
ratory for the students to practice osteopathic manipulative medicine (OMM), and a
Learning Resource Center for study materials.

LECOM at Seton Hill 
Welcomes Inaugural Class



Celtic Healthcare is pleased to announce that we are
now offering specialized teleconference education-
al sessions to interested parties, such as home

health associations, agencies, and private insurance com-
panies.

Celtic Healthcare features teleconference sessions to
maximize learning efficiencies and create a simple way
for organizations to tap into our wealth of knowledge on
today’s healthcare issues. Our teleconference programs
create significant value for participants – minimizing the
cost of continued education and increasing operational
efficiencies. Above that, you will be able to measurably
improve the quality of care that you are providing.

Two of our industry’s well-known experts, Celtic
Healthcare’s own Tonya Miller, PT, DPT COS-C, and
Misty Kevech, RN, BS Ed, MS, COS-C, are offering semi-
nars on a wide array of topics including, but not limited
to:

It Takes a Team to Reduce 
Acute Care Hospitalizations:

The national hospitalization rate on Home Health
Compare remains at a daunting 29%. More than 1 in
every 4 homecare patient’s episodes ends in a hospitaliza-

tion. Learn how to use strategies and tools, at
both the leadership and clinician level, to keep
patients at home. Discover how to integrate an
interdisciplinary team approach to reducing
acute care hospitalizations using current best
practice interventions.

Heart Failure Across the Continuum:
Explore the care of heart failure patients across

settings; hospitals, homecare, skilled nursing
facilities and physician offices. Learn how to
engage patients and families to self-manage their
heart failure and how as clinicians we can pro-
vide self-management support and technology to
work collaboratively towards successful manage-
ment of heart failure. 

Identifying Appropriate Hospice Care:
Examine hospice purpose, goals and criteria

and how to utilize hospice program optimally.
Discover the full spectrum of hospice services,
including bereavement. Review effective pain
medication management, including compound-
ing, ABHR Gel, and alternative pain management. 
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Celtic Healthcare is Now Offering Specialized
Teleconference Educational Sessions

Celtic Healthcare is dedicated to education –

within our organization and beyond.

Medication Management is More Than a Pill Box:
Statistics show medication errors are a factor in more than

35% of avoidable hospitalizations. Learn how to implement a
variety of medication management strategies such as medication
simplification, reconciliation, staff competencies, technological
resources and more. In this presentation you will discover how
all members of the team can play an integral role in medication
management that can assist agencies in reducing avoidable hos-
pitalizations and improve patient outcomes. 

Improving Care Transitions 
for Better Patient Outcomes:

Homecare patients transfer across many health care settings
such as hospitals, nursing homes and physician offices fre-
quently with lack of information sharing. CMS, IHI and Joint
Commission have all identified care transitions as a national pri-
ority. This presentation will build upon the evidenced-based
theories to practical applications for your agency. 

Falls: It Takes the Whole Team
to Keep Them on Their Feet:

Falls are a leading cause of hospitalizations and death in indi-
viduals age 65 and older. There are many variables which can
lead to falls in the home. Because of the complexity of fall risk
and the severity of injury that is related to falls, the entire home-
care team must play a role in fall reduction. Discover how your
agency can develop an interdisciplinary team approach to evi-
dence-based falls assessment and intervention. Also, learn effec-
tive benchmarking for falls data and its utilization for improve
outcomes. 

Interdisciplinary Telehealth Programs:
Taking Technology to the Next Level

Telehealth has become a common intervention used by agen-
cies to monitor patients’ status during the homecare episode.
Often, Telehealth is used primarily as a nursing tool to assess
patients daily. Telehealth combined with evidence-based prac-
tice can be a powerful tool for rehabilitation professionals as
well. Discover how the whole team can utilize the Telehealth
technology to improve treatment interventions and provide
quality patient care. 

For more information on these and other education sessions, con-
tact Karen Michael at michaelk@celtichealthcare.com or

(724) 714-6395 or visit www.celtichealthcare.com.

Subscribe to... 
HHOOSSPPIITTAALL  NNEEWWSS today!

Subscribe online at wpahospitalnews.com or call (724) 468-8360



Eye-Opening. 
Thought-Provoking. 
Exceptional.
These are the words that current students have used to praise 
Saint Vincent College's Health Services Leadership program.

Enrollment is now open for the new 4 course, 
12 credit graduate certificate or the 12 course, 
36 credit Master of Science degree program. 

Classes are conveniently held during afternoons and evenings at
Saint Vincent College, Latrobe Hospital, and Memorial 
Medical Center in Johnstown.

Advance Your Career 
with a Master of Science or 

Graduate Certificate in Health Services Leadership 

Access additional information and a video overview online at: 
www.stvincent.edu/graduateprograms

Or contact:
Lisa Glessner at 724-805-2933

or gradadmission@stvincent.edu
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Mrs. Smith is an 80-
year-old woman
who has had multi-

ple admissions to the hospital
for congestive heart failure
and recently has had difficul-
ty swallowing thin liquids.
She reports no longer having
any desire to eat or drink, and
has taken nothing by mouth
for a week. The patient is
refusing the insertion of a
feeding tube to provide nutri-
tion and hydration, but her
son is insisting that a feeding
tube be placed. The treatment
team does not want to force an unwanted
intervention upon the patient, even though
they feel it would be in her best interest.
The patient’s son is persistent in his request
for the placement of the feeding tube and
has begun to question his mother’s deci-
sion-making capacity. 

Far from being the exception, ethically
complex cases such as Mrs. Smith’s are
common in the health care setting and sea-
soned professionals resolve these types of
dilemmas daily. Most, however, do not
have the time to “stand back” and reflect
on their decisions. This “standing back”
and reflecting about what “should be done”
is one definition of professional ethics.
What IS the patient’s decision-making
capacity? While it is the right of a compe-
tent patient to refuse any treatment—
including life-sustaining treatment, what if
a physician believes treating the patient is
in her best interest? A physician does have
an obligation to respect the patient’s right
to make autonomous decisions, but what
should be done if the patient is no longer
competent? Who is an appropriate surro-
gate? What if that surrogate does not act in
accordance with the patient’s previously
expressed wishes? 

A lack of training, vocabulary or knowl-
edge of professional ethics frameworks can
cause a physician to not fully or comfort-
ably identify and address such issues.
When health professionals are uncertain as
to how to proceed in the face of troubling
issues, they may consult their facility’s
ethics committee, or ethics consultation
service. Yet, what if ethics committee mem-
bers and/or ethics consultants have little
more training in ethics than those who
requested the ethics consult?

One of the three primary
functions of an institutional
ethics committee is to edu-
cate its members and the
members of its health care
community regarding clini-
cal ethics. A valuable source
of health care ethics educa-
tion and training in the
Western Pennsylvania region
is the Consortium Ethics
Program (CEP) of the
University of Pittsburgh. The
most general goal of the CEP
is to provide a cost-effective
way to assist health care pro-
fessionals, their institutions,

and the local health care community in
developing and sustaining an awareness
and expertise in clinical health care ethics
to enhance patient care, policy formation,
and ethics consultation. 

The CEP stays abreast of the clinical
ethics literature and emergent standards as
proposed by professional bodies such as
the Joint Commission and the American
Society for Bioethics and Humanities
(ASBH). Recently the ASBH has formed a
committee to define standards and explore
the possibility of credentialing for clinical
ethics consultants. The CEP will follow the
progress of this newly formed committee
and explore educational tools to fulfill
emergent professional standards.

In light of what appears to be a trend
toward more formalized ethics education
in the health care setting, utilization of the
resources available through membership in
the CEP will become increasing valuable.
In addition to educational offerings such as
the CEP, health care professionals who are
interested in expanding their knowledge of
health care ethics might also inquire about
joining the ethics committee at their insti-
tution; seek continuing education credits
in health care ethics; or even pursue educa-
tion at the university level through ethics
certificate programs and graduate level
degrees in health care ethics, some of
which can be accessed online. Just a few
examples of the educational opportunities
available to those interested in getting start-
ed in the field of health care ethics. 

For more information about educational
opportunities with the CEP, contact the CEP
office at (412) 647-5834 or cep@pitt.edu

and visit www.pitt.edu/~cep.

Consortium Ethics Program: A
Jumpstart to Clinical Ethics Education 

BY VALERIE B.
SATKOSKE, PH.D

E D U CAT I O N

CONSORTIUM ETHICS PROGRAM 
NOW ENROLLING MEMBERS FOR 2010!

OUR MISSION: to provide "cost-effective" education and training in
the language and methods of health care ethics to front-line health care
professionals.
• Institutional and Individual memberships available
• Three-year educational model (practical foundations, health care

ethics/law, health care ethics/humanities)
• On-site Education for hospital staff
• Targeted Programming for ethics committees

Western
Pennsylvania’s

Ethics
Education
Network

Jody Stockdill
412-647-5832

joc10@pitt.edu
www.pitt.edu/~cep

The University of Pittsburgh
Consortium Ethics Program
3708 Fifth Avenue, Suite 300

Pittsburgh, PA 15213

COME MEET US!
Learn more about the CEP, our educational offerings and membership opportunities!

BASIC ISSUES IN HEALTH CARE ETHICS CONFERENCE
Tuesday, December 8, 2009     8:00 am - 4:00 pm   Hospital Council of Western Pennsylvania

$30.00 Registration           Lunch Provided             Continuing education credits offered 
R.S.V.P Required 
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Saint Vincent College Introduces 
Graduate Certificate Program 
in Health Services Leadership

Anew graduate certificate program in health ser-
vices leadership has been announced by Saint
Vincent College to enable practitioners to

become effective leaders in the current complex health
care environments.

The program follows the successful implementation
of a master of science program in health services lead-
ership which is now in its third year of operation.
“Saint Vincent College’s curriculum is designed to pre-
pare qualified health care practitioners to become
transformational leaders with a strong comprehension
of the organizational and social context of American
health care, and to enhance understanding of health
care operations in order to assure ethical, responsible
and effective care for patients,” noted Dr. Dawn
Edmiston, program director.

The certificate program provides a new option for
those who seek leadership development but are not yet
able to commit to a master’s degree program. The inno-
vative certificate program consists of four graduate
courses (12 credits) designed around evidence-based
theory with real-world application.

The courses in the program include U.S. Health Care
Systems, Organization and Administrative Theory,
Economics of Health Care and an elective course in
health services leadership.

U.S. Health Care Systems delivers a comprehensive
overview of the U.S. health care system covering struc-
ture, finance, governance, history, and cultural values.
It provides an examination of key challenges and inter-
actions with economic, technological, political, and

social forces within the larger society to include the
health care system’s response to these influences.

Organization and Administrative Theory is a survey
of organization theory as it relates to health services
administration. The course introduces key ideas in
leadership, motivation, communication, human rela-
tions, decision-making, and policy formation. Special
attention is given to how the individual, work group
and organizations interact to affect the accomplish-
ment of both individual and organizational goals.

Health Care Economics and Public Policy examines
economic and public policies that affect the health care
system. It analyzes relevant economic topics such as
demand for health services, health care provider
behavior, implications of insurance strategies, cost
containment and health technology and regulation. 

Afternoon and evening classes are conveniently
scheduled on the Saint Vincent College campus as well
as at Latrobe Hospital and Memorial Medical Center in
Johnstown.

All courses completed in the graduate certificate pro-
gram may be transferable to the master of science in
health services leadership degree program if students
elect to continue their studies.

The application for the health services certificate
program is available online at www.stvincent.edu/grad-
uateprograms.

Questions may be directed to the Office of Graduate
and Continuing Education at (724) 805-2933 or

gradadmission@stvincent.edu.

Chatham University
Expands its Graduate

Biology Program with a
New Environmental Track

Tapping into the expanding interest in environmental sci-
ence careers, Chatham University will add a track in
Environmental Biology to its Master of Science in

Biology program this fall, according to the Office of Academic
Affairs. The new Environmental Biology track includes class-
room, laboratory, and field work experiences designed for stu-
dents who want to pursue careers in environmental services,
research, education, or advocacy.

The Environmental Biology track will offer courses on topics
such as Plant Development, Geographic Information Systems
(GIS), Soil Science, Field Ecology, Wetlands Ecology, and
Biostatistics. Students will also participate in internships and
field seminars.

Chatham’s MS in Biology program is designed for students
with undergraduate degrees in biology or related sciences who
wish to increase their knowledge of biology prior to entering
advanced degree programs or teaching at community college. A
Human Biology track is also available that is specifically
designed to help students prepare for advanced programs in
medicine, dentistry, veterinary studies, pharmacy, optometry
etc. Both the Environmental Biology and Human Biology tracks
offer thesis or non-thesis options.

Chatham University prepares students from around the
world to develop solutions to some of the world’s biggest chal-
lenges. Every Chatham student – women in Chatham’s historic
women’s residential college, and men and women 

For more information, call (800) 837-1290 
or visit www.chatham.edu.
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HIMSS Scholarships & Award Nominations 
The HIMSS Foundation annually awards

over $60,000 in cash scholarships.
Applicationswill be accepted until October
31. The 2009 Annual Awards Call for
Nominations is now open. Nominations
will be accepted through October 30.  For
more information go to www.himss.org.

September 2
Aging In Place for Seniors

An Aging In Place for Seniors program
presented by Gateway Hospice will be held
at the Ross Township Senior Center, 1000
Ross Municipal Drive, Pittsburgh, on
Wednesday, September 2 at 11 a.m.  There
is no cost to attend.  For more information,
call (412) 536-2020 or 1-877-878-2244.

September 10-11
SWPONL 30th Annual Educational
Conference

The Southwestern Pennsylvania
Organization of Nurse Leaders (SWPONL)
will hold their 30th Annual Educational
Conference, More for Less, September 10-
11 at Nemacolin Woodlands Resort. For
more information, visit www.swponl.org.

September 12
Cruzin For a Cure

Cruzin For a Cure to benefit The Cancer
Project will be held Saturday, September 19
from 11 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at Mineral Beach,
Finleyville. For more information, contact
Carl at (412) 835-6135.

September 12
American Diabetes Association Hosts
Diabetes Expo 

On Saturday, September 12th, the
American Diabetes Association will host
the Diabetes Expo in conjunction with
WTAE-TV Healthy 4 Life Expo at the
David L. Lawrence Convention Center
from 9:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. For more infor-
mation, contact (412) 824-1181 x 4608 or
1-888-DIABETES.

September 14
CGH Benefit Golf Tournament

Canonsburg General Hospital’s 25th
Annual Benefit Golf Tournament is sched-
uled for Monday, September 14 at Valley
Brook Country Club in McMurray.   For
more information, call (724) 745-3913.

September 17
2009 ACHE|WP Education 
& Networking Schedule

The Western Pennsylvania Chapter of
the American College of Healthcare
Executives (ACHE|WP) is offering an edu-
cational program on September 17 -
Evolution of today’s federal health care pol-
icy – in Erie, PA. Web broadcast and live
program. Earn your Category I and II con-
tinuing education credits. For more infor-
mation, visit http://westpa.ache.org or e-
mail info@westpa.ache.org.

September 18-19
2009 Clinical Practice Forum

The Hospice and Palliative Nurses
Association announces its 3rd Annual
Clinical Practice Forum: “The Failing
Heart: Integrating Palliative Care with Life-
Sustaining Therapies,” on September 18-
19 at Hilton Pittsburgh. To register, call
(412) 787-9301.

September 20
Walk for Food Allergy

This year’s Walk for Food Allergy:
Moving Toward A Cure in Pittsburgh will
take place at Hartwood Acres on Sunday,
September 20. For more information, visit
FAAN at www.foodallergy.org.

September 23-26
NLN Education Summit 2009

The National League for Nursing will
hold its 2009 Education Summit:
Exploring Pathways to Excellence in
Clinical Education, September 23-26 at the
Pennsylvania Convention Center &
Philadelphia Marriott Downtown. For
more information or to register, visit
www.nln.org/summit.

September 28
Marian Manor Charity Golf Classic

Marian Manor 9th Annual Charity Golf
Classic will be held Monday, September 28
at Montour Heights Country Club in
Moon. For tickets or information, contact
Sr. Eileen Chlebowski at (412) 440-4305
or sec@marianmanor.com.

September 29 – October 2
PPC University

(Please note the dates have changed due to
the G20 Summit) The Perfecting Patient
CareSM (PPC) University, developed by
The Pittsburgh Regional Health Initiative,
is a powerful, proven healthcare education
and training program, based upon Lean
concepts and principles of The Toyota
Production System. The University will be
held at the Marriot Courtyard,
Monroeville.  Mandatory registration can
be completed online using the form avail-
able at www.prhi.org/ppc_reg_list.php. For
more information, contact Barbara Jennion
at bjennion@prhi.org or (412) 586-6711.

September 30 - October 2
Healthcare Facilities Symposium & Expo

The Healthcare Facilities Symposium &
Expo will be held September 30 - October
2, 2009 at the Navy Pier, Chicago, IL. Now
in its 22nd year, the Symposium is the orig-
inal event that brings together the entire
team who designs, plans, constructs and
manages healthcare facilities. Visit
www.hcarefacilties.com to register.

September 30-October 3
The Society for Healthcare Strategy and
Market Development 2009 Annual
Conference

Join us this fall in Orlando at
Connections 2009 to network with other
healthcare leaders and acquire the tools
you need to plot your course through these
uncertain economic times and map and
secure your organization’s future. For more
information, visit www.shsmd.org/shsmd/
conference/index.html.

October 2
TRAPIC Annual Fall Educational
Conference

The Three Rivers / Pittsburgh Chapter of
the Association for Professionals in
Infection Control and Epidemiology,
(TRAPIC), will hold its annual educational
conference entitled “Rake in Infection
Prevention” on Friday, October 2 from 7:30
a.m. until 3:30 p.m. at the Hilton Garden
Inn Southpointe, 1000 Corporate Drive,
Canonsburg. For more information, visit
www.APIC.org, or contact Sandra Silvestri
at silvestris@upmc.edu.   

October 6-7
Corazon Annual Fall Conference

Join Corazon, October 6 and 7, as they
host their Annual Fall Conference,
”Raising the Stakes: Playing a Winning
Hand in Heart, Vascular, and Stroke” tak-
ing place in Pittsburgh, PA, at the
Doubletree Hotel Pittsburgh Airport.  For
more information, call (412) 364-8200 or
visit the conference link at www.corazon-
inc.com.

DDAATEBOOK:TEBOOK:

DOO MOREE FORR LESS!! 
Join the Southwestern Pennsylvania Organization of Nurse

Leaders for our 30th Annual Educational Conference where we will focus
on strategies to improve quality while maximizing existing resources.

September 10 11, 2009
Nemacolin Woodlands Resort

Visitwww.swponl.org
for details!

Featured Sessions:

—Keynote Presentation: Leadership— Doing More with Lesswith Dr. R. Bruce Bickel
—Professional Nursing.... A Historical Perspective of Nursing Roleswith Judy Zedreck

Gonzales
—Why Toyota is the Hot Sexy New Thing in Healthcarewith Dr. Tania Lyon
—Addressing Implementation Failure in Healthcare Organizations: Insights from

Management Researchwith Dr. Rangaraj Ramanujam
—Addressing Implementation Failure in Healthcare Organizations Panel Discussion with

Local Nurse Leaders
— Plus over 30 Educational Posters from Nurse Leaders throughout the region!

Presented By:
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VITAS is about life, some of the
most important moments of life.

I’m not a nurse. But my wife’s failing heart and lungs turned me
into one.

Before we called VITAS, it felt like I was all by myself. I was
overwhelmed ... I was a cop for 35 years—I’d never felt so helpless.

Then, there was VITAS.

The pain medication was delivered. The medical equipment came
when they said it would. Never a check to write.

Nurses, nurses aides, social workers, chaplains … even their doctor
came to the house.

When things got tough, VITAS was there around the clock.

VITAS calls it Continuous Care. I call it a lifesaver, a friend.

For information, please call
412.799.2101 or toll-free 1.800.620.8482
www.VITAS.com

Summer Travelers Should Plan Ahead for Potential Health Risks 

Passport? Check. Plane
ticket? Check. Insur-
ance card?

Whether it’s a week of
relaxation on a quiet beach or
backpacking across an
unknown continent, nothing
can turn a dream vacation
into a nightmare faster than a
medical emergency. And with
recent medical alerts raising
concerns about the potential
health risks associated with
traveling, it’s now more
important than ever for vaca-
tioners to be prepared. 

Every foreign travel destination has dif-
ferent health and safety risks, but by taking
the time to plan ahead to prevent illness
and prepare for unexpected medical emer-
gencies, travelers can easily minimize con-
cerns. Not only will prepared travelers be
able to respond more quickly in a medical
emergency, but they will also avoid the bur-
den of unnecessary medical expenses. 

There are several aspects of health care
that travelers must consider. 

Insurance coverage. As essential as it is
to receiving medical care in the United
States, understanding health care insurance

is equally important when
traveling abroad. To be fully
prepared for a medical emer-
gency when away from home,
travelers should, 

• Carry an insurance iden-
tification card and a claim
form with other important
travel documents. 

• Understand how their
health insurance coverage
works outside of the United
States. Some insurers like
United-Healthcare offer
extended coverage for inter-
national medical expenses.

• Educate themselves on
how the health care system and emergency
treatment works in the country they plan to
visit.

Disease prevention. Some diseases that
are rare in the United States are common in
other parts of the world and require special
preventative measures. Everything from
insect bites to contaminated water can pose
a threat to health and safety. To protect
against potential exposure to disease and
other health risks specific to their destina-
tion, travelers should,

• Visit the Center for Disease Control and

other government websites for information
on prevalent diseases and other health
alerts affecting foreign destinations. 

• Make sure they are up to date on vacci-
nations. 

• Peel fruits and vegetables to avoid con-
suming pesticides and contaminants in the
water used to wash them.

Personal precautions. Travelers with a
medical condition that requires a regiment
of prescription medication or special atten-
tion in the event of an emergency should
make sure foreign officials and medical pro-
fessionals are clearly informed. To avoid
complications when traveling with a med-
ical condition, travelers should,

• Carry prescription medications in their
original containers in a carry-on bag and
label them clearly.

• Have their physician write a letter
explaining the condition, its limitations,
and prescriptions to carry with them in case
of an emergency.

• Obtain a copy of their personal health
record and carry it with travel documents.

Communicating in an emergency. In
many foreign destinations there will be
obstacles to communication that could
make finding help in an emergency diffi-

cult. To ensure a language barrier doesn’t
stand in the way of getting help, travelers
should,

• Contact the International Association
for Medical Assistance to Travelers of the
Nearest U.S. embassy to find medical facili-
ties and English-speaking doctors in the
area where they plan to travel. 

• Learn the words for doctor, emergency,
and hospital in the native language. 

Travelers with higher medical risks, such
as diabetics, severe asthmatics, and preg-
nant women should always consult a physi-
cian before taking off. A qualified medical
professional can provide more detailed
information on specific health concerns
and any additional precautions they might
require.

Above all, it’s important for summer trav-
elers to remember that health care systems
elsewhere differ widely from those in the
United States, and from country to country.
Travelers abroad should be aware of any
major health risks and have a basic under-
standing of their destination country’s
health care system to ensure a safe and
healthy experience.

Dr. Philip Benditt is Medical Director of
UnitedHealthcare, Pennsylvania. He can be

reached at Philip_L_Benditt@uhc.com.

BY DR. PHILIP
BENDITT

Please send your email addresses to 

judy@hospitalnews.org to receive monthly

Western Pennsylvania Hospital News Editorial Updates!
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Coming Fall 2009! 
New Golden LivingCenter – Walnut Creek!

Golden LivingCenters welcome all persons in need of their services and do not discriminate on the basis of age, disability, race, color, national origin, ancestry, religion, sex, or source of payment. GLS-04104-09

Your pathway 
to independence

www.goldenlivingcenters.com

Golden LivingCenter – Walnut Creek
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HOSPITALS

CREDENTIALS VERIFICATION

CAMBRON CREDENTIALS, INC.
A full service Credentials Verification Organization offering verification ser-
vices, employee screening, ongoing monitoring, quality audits and customized
software. Caring for our clients since 2001.
161 Western Avenue, Suite 201
St. Johnsbury, VT 05891
www.cambroncredentials.com
802-473-7411
Trust, but Verify

DIGITAL DOCUMENT SCANNING

COMPUCOM INC.
Organizing your files in the digital world need not be a challenge! Save
costly staff time and money with our Targeted Services approach to
solving your document problems. Working within the guidelines you
establish, we develop the best program for converting and maintaining
your files. Our services include analysis, solution recommendation,
scanning and retrieving to suite your needs. All performed profession-
ally and confidentially. Locally owned and operated, COMPUCOM Inc.
has been serving document management clients since 1978 with pro-
gressive technology that lets you concentrate on your business while
we keep you running efficiently. Call for a free, no cost consultation.
COMPUCOM Inc.
(412) 562-0296
www.compucom-inc.com

DRUG ADDICTION/ 
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT

GATEWAY REHABILITATION CENTER
Gateway Rehabilitation Center provides treatment for adults, youth,
and families with alcohol and other drug related problems – within a
network of inpatient and outpatient centers located in Pennsylvania
and Ohio.  Services offered include evaluations, detoxification, inpa-
tient, partial hospitalization, intensive outpatient, outpatient counsel-
ing, and male halfway houses. Gateway also offers comprehensive
school-based prevention programs as well as employee assistance ser-
vices.  Visit gatewayrehab.org or call 1-800-472-1177 for more infor-
mation or to schedule an evaluation. 

EMPLOYMENT DIRECTORY
INTERIM HEALTHCARE SERVICES
Offers experienced nurses the opportuni-
ty to practice their profession in a variety
of interesting assignments - from health 

facility staffing to home care and private 
duty. Full- or part-time - the professional
nursing alternative throughout southwest-
ern Pennsylvania.

Krisha Konton
Recruiter
1789 S. Braddock
Pittsburgh, PA 15218
800-447-2030

PRESBYTERIAN SENIORCARE
As this region’s premiere provider of living and care options for older
adults, Presbyterian SeniorCare offers a wide variety of employment
opportunities—all with competitive wages and comprehensive bene-
fits—at multiple locations throughout southwestern Pennsylvania. As
part of its philosophy of Human Resources, PSC strives to develop a
rewarding work environment that is rich in interdepartmental coopera-
tion and that recognizes the value of each individual employee.

Human Resources Department,
1215 Hulton Road, Oakmont, PA 15139
412-826-6123 or call our “Job Line” 412-826-6080

ST. BARNABAS HEALTH SYSTEM
RNs, LPNs, Home Care Companions
St. Barnabas Health System is comprised of a 172-bed skilled nursing
facility in Gibsonia, a 47-bed skilled nursing facility and a 182-bed
assisted living facility in Valencia, an outpatient Medical Center and
three retirement communities. RN and LPN positions available at the
two nursing facilities. Home Care Companion positions are available
to assist our Retirement Village and community clients with daily liv-
ing and personal care needs. Earn great pay and benefits now.
Fantastic country setting, convenient drive from Pa. Turnpike, Rts. 8
& 19, Interstates 79 & 279.

Margaret Horton, Director of Human Resources
5830 Meridian Road, 
Gibsonia, PA 15044 • 724-443-0700 ext. 5558

EXTENDED CARE 
& ASSISTED LIVING

ASBURY HEIGHTS
For a century, Asbury Heights, operated by United Methodist Services
for the Aging, has been providing high-quality compassionate care to
older adults in Southwestern Pennsylvania. Asbury Heights is a faith-
based, non-profit charitable organization, located in Mt. Lebanon.
Through various accommodations, services and amenities, the needs of
independent living residents can be met. For residents requiring more
care, the continuing care community also offers assisted living, nurs-
ing and rehabilitative care and Alzheimer’s specialty care. The Health
and Wellness Center is headed by a board certified, fellowship trained
geriatrician. Residents may be treated by on-site specialists or retain
their own physicians. Rehabilitative therapies are also available on-
site. A variety of payment options are available to fit individual finan-
cial situations. The application process is very quick and easy and does
not obligate the applicant in any way. For more information, please
contact Joan Mitchell, for Independent Living; Suzanne Grogan for
Nursing Admissions; or Lisa Powell for Assisted Living at 412-341-
1030. Visit our website at www.asburyheights.org.

BAPTIST HOMES SOCIETY
For almost 100 years, Baptist Homes Society has served older adults
of all faiths throughout the South Hills. As a continuing care retirement
community, we provide a full continuum including independent living,
short-term rehabilitation, personal care and assisted living, memory
support, skilled nursing programs and hospice care. Between our two
campuses, we offer one-stop shopping for senior living services.
Baptist Homes, our Mt. Lebanon campus, serves nearly 300 older
adults. Providence Point, our new campus in Scott Township, has the
capacity to serve over 500 older adults. Our mission is to offer a full
continuum of enriched living, compassionate care, and benevolence to
a broad spectrum of individuals. Baptist Homes Society is both
Medicare and Medicaid certified. For more information visit our web-
sites (www.baptisthomes.org or www.providencepoint.org) or arrange
for a personal tour at either campus by calling Karen Sarkis,
Community Outreach Liaison, at 412-572-8308. Baptist Homes is
located at 489 Castle Shannon Boulevard, Mt. Lebanon, and
Providence Point is located at 500 Providence Point Boulevard, Scott
Township.

COMMUNITY LIFE 
Living Independently For Elders
Community LIFE is a non-profit program that offers all-inclusive care
that goes beyond the traditional boundaries of elder care. It allows
seniors to remain in the community, maintain their independence, and
allows them to enjoy their golden years at home. Community LIFE
provides older adults with fully integrated and coordinated health and
social service, usually at no cost to qualified individuals. Participants
in the program are transported to our day health center on an as-need-
ed basis, to receive healthcare and social services, meals, and partici-
pate in various activities.
The LIFE Center is staffed by a geriatric physician, RN’s, physical and
occupational therapists, dietician, social worker, and aides, and
includes a medical suite for routine exams and minor treatments, some
emergency care, therapy areas, dining /activity space, personal care
area and adult day services. Community LIFE offers complete, coordi-
nated healthcare for the participant, including all medical care, full pre-
scription drug coverage, rehab therapies, transportation and in home
care. If you or someone you care about is having difficulty living in the
community, then call Community LIFE at 866-419-1693.

GOLDEN LIVINGCENTER – MT. LEBANON
Golden Living … providing complete senior care.
At Golden LivingCenter — Mt. Lebanon, we believe that for seniors
to live life to the fullest, they must receive the highest-quality services.
Professional, 24-hour care is provided in a comfortable and inviting
setting. Our residents participate in a variety of results-driven pro-
grams that help them reach their healthcare goals, build confidence in
their abilities, and maintain their independence.
Golden LivingCenter — Mt. Lebanon 
350 Old Gilkeson Road, Pittsburgh PA 15228 
412-257-4444 • Fax: 412-257-8226

KANE REGIONAL CENTERS
The Kane Regional Centers, located in Glen Hazel, McKeesport, Ross
and Scott, provide 24-hour skilled nursing care, rehabilitation services,
specialty medical clinics and dedicated units for dementia care to the
residents of Allegheny County. Admission to the Kane Regional
Centers is based on medical needs and can occur within 24 hours,
including weekends and holidays.  Kane accepts a number of insurance
plans well as private pay.  To apply for admission to the Kane Regional
Centers call (412) 422-6800. 

OAKLEAF PERSONAL CARE HOME 
“It’s great to be home!”
Nestled in a country setting in a residential area of Baldwin Borough,
Oakleaf Personal Care Home provides quality, compassionate care to
adults who need assistance with activities of daily living. As we strive
to enhance the quality of life of our residents, our staff constantly
assesses their strengths and needs as we help them strike that fine bal-
ance between dependence and independence. Oakleaf offers private
and shared rooms, all located on one floor. Our home includes a spa-
cious, sky-lighted dining room, library, television lounges, sitting areas
and an activity room. Our fenced-in courtyard, which features a gaze-
bo, provides our residents with a quiet place to enjoy the outdoors,
socialize with family and friends, and participate in planned activities.
Upon admission, the warmth of our surroundings and the caring atti-
tude of our staff combine to make Oakleaf a place residents quickly
call “home”. Please call for additional information, stop by for a tour
or visit us on our website. www.oakleafpersonalcarehome.com

3800 Oakleaf Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15227 
Phone (412) 881-8194, Fax (412) 884-8298
Equal Housing Opportunity

PRESBYTERIAN SENIORCARE
A regional network of living and care options for older adults through-
out southwestern Pennsylvania. Services and facilities include skilled
and intermediate nursing care, rehabilitation, personal care, specialty
Alzheimer’s care, adult day care, home healthcare, senior condomini-
ums, low-income and supportive rental housing. For more information:

Presbyterian SeniorCare - Oakmont
1215 Hulton Road, Oakmont, PA 15139
412-828-5600
Presbyterian SeniorCare - Washington
825 South Main Street, Washington, PA 15301
724-222-4300

ST. BARNABAS HEALTH SYSTEM
St. Barnabas Health System offers a continuum of care at its two cam-
puses in the North Hills. Skilled nursing care is offered at the 172-bed
St. Barnabas Nursing Home in Richland Township, Allegheny County,
and the 47-bed Valencia Woods at St. Barnabas in Valencia, Butler
County. The Arbors at St. Barnabas offers assisted living for up to 182
persons. All three facilities offer staff-run, on-site rehabilitative ser-
vices, extensive recreational opportunities, and beautiful, warm decor.
Home care is available at the St. Barnabas Communities, a group of
three independent-living facilities: The Village at St. Barnabas, The
Woodlands at St. Barnabas and The Washington Place at St. Barnabas.
The Washington Place, a 23-unit apartment building, has hospitality
hostesses on duty to offer residents support as needed. St. Barnabas
Health System, a non-denominational, faith-based organization, has a
108-year tradition of providing quality care regardless of one's ability
to pay. For admissions information, call:
• St. Barnabas Nursing Home

5827 Meridian Road, Gibsonia, PA 15044, (724) 444-5587 
• Valencia Woods at St. Barnabas/The Arbors at St. Barnabas  

85 Charity Place, Valencia, PA 16059, (724) 625-4000 Ext. 258
• St. Barnabas Communities

5850 Meridian Rd., Gibsonia, PA 15044, (724) 443-0700, Ext. 247 

WESTMORELAND MANOR
Westmoreland Manor with its 150 year tradition of compassionate
care, provides skilled nursing and rehabilitation services under the
jurisdiction of the Westmoreland County Board of Commissioners. A
dynamic program of short term rehabilitation services strives to return
the person to their home while an emphasis on restorative nursing
assures that each person attains their highest level of functioning while
receiving long term nursing care. Westmoreland Manor is Medicare
arid Medicaid certified and participates in most other private insurance
plans and HMO's. We also accept private pay. 
Eagle Tree Apartments are also offered on the Westmoreland Manor
campus. These efficiency apartments offer independent living in a pro-
tective environment. 
Shelley Thompson, Director of Admissions 
2480 S. Grande Blvd., Greensburg, PA 15601 • 724-830-4022 

HOME CARE / HOSPICE
ANOVA HOSPICE & PALLIATIVE CARE
SERVICES, LLC
“Lighting the Way To Better Patient Care”
Hospice care can be provided wherever the patient lives – In the com-
fort of their own home, assisted living, or long-term care residence, our
team of professionals and volunteers will provide them with the full
range of hospice services to which they are entitled. Anova Hospice
provides all medications, medical equipment and supplies related to
the hospice diagnosis. For more information or a consultation, call 1-
877-ANOVA-32.
1580 Broad Avenue Ext., Suite 2
Belle Vernon, PA 15012

BAYADA NURSES
Bayada Nurses has been meeting the highest standards of clinical
excellence in home health care for more than 30 years. Every client
in our care is supervised by an experienced RN and both clients and
staff have access to 24-hour on-call support, seven days a week.
With homemaking, personal care, and skilled nursing care that
extends to the high-tech level, our Pittsburgh location provides quali-
ty in-home care to pediatric, adult and geriatric clients. The office is
certified by Medicare and Medicaid and accepts a wide variety of
insurance programs and private pay. All staff are screened rigorously
and fully insured. 
Contact information: 
www.bayada.com
Pittsburgh Office
Phone: (412) 473-0210
Fax: (412) 473-0212
1789 S. Braddock Avenue, Suite 395
Pittsburgh, PA 15218
Latrobe Office
Phone: (724) 537-4686    
Fax: (724) 537-4683
326 McKinley Avenue, Suite 201
Latrobe, PA 15650

CARING HANDS
Senior Health Care. Est. 1982. “Hands that will make a difference when
it comes to in-house health care.”  Available 24 hours, Seven Days a
week. Phone answers 24 hours.  Caring Hands services consist of bath
visits, personal care, sitters, 24 hour companions, home making in your
home, hospital or nursing home.  Initial Assessment Free. Ask about our
no overtime rate on all holidays. Please call412-349-4633..

GATEWAY HOSPICE
Gateway’s hospice services remains unique as a locally owned and
operated service emphasizing dignity and quality clinical care to meet
the needs of those with life limiting illness. 
Quality nursing and home health aide visits exceed most other agen-
cies.  Our commitment to increased communication and responsive-
ness to those we serve is our priority.
Medicare certified and benevolent care available.  Gateway serves
patients in Allegheny and ALL surrounding counties.  Care is provid-
ed by partnering with facilities and hospitals in addition to wherever
the patient “calls home”.
For more information call 1-877-878-2244.

HEARTLAND
At Heartland, we provide Home Care, Hospice or IV Care. We have a
special understanding of the health care challenges of our patients, as
well as their families and loved ones may be experiencing. Through
our passion for excellence, we are committed to enhancing their 
quality of life through our compassionate and supportive care.
Most of the care Heartland provides is covered under Medicare,
Medicaid or many health care plans including HMOs, PPOs and 
private insurance. 
Our team can provide more information about Heartland’s services
and philosophy of care at anytime. Please feel free to contact us 
800-497-0575.

HOMEWATCH CAREGIVERS
Homewatch CareGivers serve our clients with affordable and trusted
care providing families with peace of mind and freedom. Staff are
selected based on experience, skill and dependability and are 
provided orientation to the client and continuous training.
We provide free initial assessments, individualized care plans and in
home risk assessments. Our services are professionally supervised to
meet quality assurance standards.
Homewatch CareGivers go the extra mile to make a meaningful 
difference in the lives of our clients.
Penn Center West Two Suite 120
Pittsburgh, PA
412-788-1233 or 412-999-2611

INTERIM HEALTHCARE
Interim HealthCare is a national comprehensive provider of health care
personnel and service. Interim HealthCare has provided home nursing
care to patients since 1966 and has grown to over 300 locations
throughout North America. Interim HealthCare of Pittsburgh began
operations in 1972 to serve patient home health needs throughout
southwestern Pennsylvania and northern West Virginia. IHC of
Pittsburgh has been a certified Medicare and Medicaid home health
agency since 1982. IHC provides a broad range of home health ser-
vices to meet the individual patient’s needs – from simple companion-
ship to specialty IV care – from a single home visit to 24 hour a day
care. IHC has extensive experience in working with facility discharge
planners and health insurance case manager to effect the safe and suc-
cessful discharge and maintenance of patients in their home. For more
information or patient referral, call 800-447-2030.

1789 S. Braddock, Pittsburgh, PA 15218
3041 University Avenue, Morgantown, WV 26505

LIKEN HOME CARE, INC. 
Established in 1974, is the city’s oldest and most reputable
provider of medical and non-medical care in private homes,
hospitals, nursing homes, and assisted living facilities. Services
include assistance with personal care and activities of daily liv-
ing, medication management, escorts to appointments, ambula-
tion and exercise, meal preparation, and light housekeeping.
Hourly or live-in services are available at the Companion,
Nurse Aide, LPN and RN levels. Potential employees must
meet stringent requirements; screening and testing process, cre-
dentials, references and backgrounds are checked to ensure
qualifications, licensing, certification and experience. Criminal
and child abuse background checks are done before hire. Liken
employees are fully insured for general and professional liabil-
ity and workers’ compensation. Serving Allegheny and sur-
rounding counties. Free Assessment of needs available. For
more information write to Private Duty Services, 400 Penn
Center Blvd., Suite 100, Pittsburgh, PA 15235, visit our website
www.likenservices.com, e-mail info@likenservices.com or call
(412) 816-0113 – 7 days a week, 24 hours per day.

VITAS INNOVATIVE HOSPICE CARE®

OF GREATER PITTSBURGH
VITAS Innovative Hospice Care is the nation’s largest and one of the
nation’s oldest hospice providers. When medical treatments cannot
cure a disease, VITAS’ interdisciplinary team of hospice professionals
can do a great deal to control pain, reduce anxiety and provide med-
ical, spiritual and emotional comfort to patients and their families. We
provide care for adult and pediatric patients with a wide range of life-
limiting illnesses, including but not limited to cancer, heart disease,
stroke, lung, liver and kidney disease, multiple sclerosis, ALS,
Alzheimer’s and AIDS. When someone becomes seriously ill, it can be
difficult to know what type of care is best … or where to turn for help.
VITAS can help. Call 412.799.2101 or 800.620.8482 seven days a
week, 24 hours a day. 

Our services include but are not limited to:
Telemetry • Respiratory Therapy

Wound Management • Nutritional Services
Surgical Services • Ventilator Weaning

Daily Physician Visits • Pulmonary Rehab
Physical, Occupational and Speech Therapies

Subacute Rehabilitation Unit (at North Shore location)

Kindred Hospital Pittsburgh
7777 Steubenville Pike Oakdale, PA 15071

Kindred Hospital Pittsburgh - North Shore
1004 Arch Street Pittsburgh, PA 15212

Kindred Hospital at Heritage Valley
1000 Dutch Ridge Road Beaver, PA 15009

For referrals and admissions, call:
412-494-5500 ext. 4356

www.kindredhealthcare.com

RESOURCE DIRECTORY

Contact Margie Wilson to find our how your organization or business can be featured in the Hospital News Resource Directory. If your organization is looking for 
a way to get the word out to over 36,000 health care professionals every month, then our Resource Guide is right for you! Call (724) 468-8360 today!
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MEDICAL BILLING/CONSULTING
ANTHONY MEDICAL SERVICES
We are in the business of helping clients within the Pittsburgh area with
Medical Billing and A/R Recovery issues.  Our claims processing is always
updated which enables us to get your claims paid twice as fast as compared
to conventional billing.
Submission of claims is done daily with extensive follow up on unpaid services.
Monthly reports keep you informed of your cash flow. We customized our ser-
vices and prices to fit your needs. Anthony Medical Services is here to help!
Visit www.anthonymedicalservices.com.

PEDIATRIC SPECIALTY HOSPITAL

THE CHILDREN’S HOME OF PITTSBURGH
& LEMIEUX FAMILY CENTER
28-bed, licensed pediatric specialty hospital serving infants and chil-
dren up to age 21. Helps infants, children and their families transition
from a referring hospital to the next step in their care; does not length-
en hospital stay. Teaches parents to provide complicated treatment reg-
imens. Hospice care also provided. A state-of-the-art facility with the
comforts of home. Family living area for overnight stays: private bed-
rooms, kitchen and living/dining rooms, and Austin’s Playroom for
siblings. Staff includes pediatricians, neonatologists, a variety of
physician consultants/specialists, and R.N./C.R.N.P staff with NICU
and PICU experience. To refer call: Monday to Friday daytime: 412-
617-2928. Afterhours/weekends: 412-596-2568. For more informa-
tion, contact: Kim Reblock, RN, BSN, Director, Pediatric Specialty
Hospital, The Children’s Home of Pittsburgh & Lemieux Family
Center. 5324 Penn Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15224. (412) 441-4884
x3042

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICES

ALLEGHENY COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
The Allegheny County Health Department serves the 1.3 million resi-
dents of Allegheny County and is dedicated to promoting individual
and community wellness; preventing injury, illness, disability and pre-
mature death; and protecting the public from the harmful effects of bio-
logical, chemical and physical hazards within the environment.
Services are available through the following programs: Air Quality;
Childhood Lead Poisoning Prevention; Chronic Disease Prevention;

Environmental Toxins/Pollution Prevention; Food Safety;
Housing/Community Environment; Infectious Disease Control; Injury
Prevention; Maternal and Child Health; Women, Infants and Children
(WIC) Nutrition; Plumbing; Public Drinking Water; Recycling;
Sexually Transmitted Diseases/AIDS/HIV; Three Rivers Wet Weather
Demonstration Project; Tobacco Free Allegheny; Traffic Safety;
Tuberculosis; and Waste Management. Bruce W. Dixon, MD, Director

333 Forbes Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15213
Phone 412-687-ACHD • Fax 412-578-8325 • www.achd.net

THE CENTER FOR ORGAN 
RECOVERY & EDUCATION 
The Center for Organ Recovery & Education (CORE) is a nonprofit orga-
nization designated by the federal government to provide individuals an
opportunity to donate life through organ, tissue and corneal donation.
CORE devotes a large portion of its resources to developing innovative
educational programs and engineering research that will maximize the
availability of organs, tissue and corneas. Lastly, CORE strives to bring
quality, dignity, integrity, respect and honesty to the donation process for
the families, hospitals and communities it serves.
For more information, please contact CORE at 1-800-366-6777 or
www.core.org

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

STRATEGY AND MARKET DEVELOPMENT OF THE
AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
In the new consumer-based healthcare environment, the marketing,
communications, and strategic planning of hospitals and healthcare
systems has never been more important. Professionals in these fields
are often given high expectations from senior management and a shoe-
string budget for implementation. Through membership in the Society
for Healthcare Strategy and Market Development of the American
Hospital Association, you will have access to the resources and educa-
tion you need to increase the productivity of your department and your
professional growth. For more information, call (312) 422-3888 or e-
mail shsmd@aha.org.

REHABILITATION
THE CHILDREN’S INSTITUTE
The Hospital at The Children’s Institute, located in Squirrel Hill, pro-
vides inpatient and outpatient rehabilitation services for children and
young adults. Outpatient services are also provided through satellite
facilities in Green Tree, Irwin and Wexford. In addition, The Day
School at The Children’s Institute offers educational services to chil-
dren, ages 2-21, who are challenged by autism, cerebral palsy or neu-
rological impairment. Project STAR at The Children’s Institute, a
social services component, coordinates adoptions, foster care and
intensive family support for children with special needs.
For more information, please call 412-420-2400.
The Children’s Institute
1405 Shady Avenue 
Pittsburgh, PA 15217-1350
www.amazingkids.org

THE PT GROUPSM PHYSICAL THERAPY
Since 1978 THE pt GROUP has provided early evaluations and con-
tinuous progressive care under the same licensed therapist for orthope-
dic and neurological injuries and conditions. We are not owned or con-
trolled by doctors, hospitals, or insurance companies, but evaluate, and
treat, and offer home exercise programs. We treat patients from over
1000 physicians’ prescriptions covered by most of the work, auto and
managed care programs. Call 1-888-PT-FOR-YOU (1-888-783-6796)
or www.theptgroup.com. 

OUTPATIENT CENTERS
Apollo - 724-478-5651
Blairsville -724-459-7222
Derry - 724-694-5737
Greensburg - 724-838-1008
Greensburg Ortho & Sports - 724-216-9116
Greensburg West -724-832-0827
Harrison City - 724-527-3999
Irwin- 724-863-0139
Jeannette - 724-523-0441
Latrobe - 724-532-0940
Ligonier - 724-238-4406
Lower Burrell/New Kensington- 724-335-4245
McKeesport/N. Versailles- 412-664-9008
Monroeville - 412-373-9898
Moon Township - 412-262-3354
Mt. Pleasant - 724-547-6161

Murrysville - 724-325-1610
New Alexandria - 724-668-7800
Penn Hills - 412-241-3002
Pittsburgh Downtown- 412-281-5889

BALANCE THERAPY
Blairsville -724-459-7222
Derry - 724-694-5737
Greensburg - 724-838-1008
Harrison City- 724-527-3999
Irwin - 724-863-0139
Jeannette – 724-523-0441
Latrobe – 724-532-0940
Lower Burrell - 724-335-4245
McKeesport – 412-664-9008           
Monroeville – 412-373-9898
Moon Township – 412-262-3354
Mt. Pleasant - 724-547-6161
New Alexandria - 724-668-7800
Penn Hills – 412-241-3002

FUNCTIONAL CAPACITY
EVALUATION SCHEDULING
Greensburg - 724-838-7111 

If your organization or business is looking for a way to reach more than 36,000 healthcare professionals 
every month AND enjoy the value-added benefit of a weblink on our website, then our Resource and Business 

Directory is right for you!  Call Margie Wilson at (724) 468-8360 today!

RESOURCE DIRECTORY

Do you work with people
who act like they know
everything? Or don’t

want to hear an opinion that
differs from theirs?

Ever have to make sure the
boss thinks your ideas were his?

Managers who ignore new
ideas (or act out at those who
present them) are sometimes
described as decisive or strong
willed. I think they are actually
displaying what I refer to as
insecure arrogance.

Author F. Scott Fitzgerald wrote that the
test of first rate intelligence is the ability to
hold two opposing ideas and still retain the
ability to function. Managers who suc-
cumb to insecure arrogance often lack the
confidence to weigh or wrestle with multi-
ple points of view. Their insecurities lead
them to act like they are completely certain
their way is the best or only way.

Clearly, insecure arrogance can be detri-
mental to an organization’s culture and
overall productivity. Limiting exposure to
multiple ideas or potential solutions stifles
personal and professional growth of the
perpetrator and those around him. 

How can we know if we’ve been display-
ing insecure arrogance and how can we
avoid it?

Do you actively seek diverse opinions?
Are you able to adjust your approach after
hearing a compelling idea? Strive to under-
stand the rationale behind differing view-
points and weigh multiple opinions before

making decisions (and still, as
Fitzgerald wrote, maintain the
ability to function).

What can we do when we
encounter insecure arrogance?

There really isn’t a one size
fits all approach. However, the
first step involves understand-
ing the emotional makeup and
personality style of the person
displaying insecure arrogance.
If the person is data driven,
provide details to make your
case. When working with a

more instinctual, emotional decision
maker, tell real life stories or anecdotes that
they can relate to. 

Ultimately, though, it’s about your rela-
tionship and strengthening it. Treat them
the same way you treat your best clients.
You know what makes your top clients
tick, right? You find creative ways to reach
and influence key customers and to make
it about them. Apply these same tech-
niques with your boss or peers to over-
come their insecure arrogance.

David M. Mastovich, is the president of
MASSolutions, a Pittsburgh based Strategic

Marketing firm that focuses on improving the
bottom line for client companies through cre-

ative marketing, selling, messaging and cus-
tomer experience enhancement. David can be

contacted at (412) 201-2401 or info@mas-
solutions.biz. You can view the Light Reading

Archives online at 
www.davidmmastovich.com/reading.html.

Insecure Arrogance 

BY DAVID M.
MASTOVICH, MBA

L I G H T
R E A D I N G

Light Reading is a series of communications from MASSolutions that sheds light on common
business challenges and provides solutions to strengthen your bottom line.
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Improving Global Health 
THROUGH STRATEGIC COLLABORATIONS AND TARGETED DONATIONS

Preserving the Environment 
THROUGH REUSE – NOT DISPOSAL – OF SURPLUS MEDICAL MATERIALS

Sharing Surplus. Saving Lives.

4809 Penn Avenue    Second Floor
Pittsburgh, PA 15224

412-361-3424
info@globallinks.orgwww.globallinks.org

Diversification is not a
new idea. Even the
Talmud recommends

not putting all eggs in one
financial basket when it says
“Let everyman divide his
money into three parts, and
invest a third in land, a third
in business, and a third let
him keep in reserve.” 

What the Talmud’s advice
means today is to own a
home, have some money in
the bank or in bonds, and
have a well-constructed port-
folio of stocks. 

Historically, we have defined diversifi-
cation as having a position in asset class-
es that behave differently given the same
set of economic and market conditions,
for example stocks and bonds. For many,
diversification has also always entailed
having multiple securities, across multi-
ple sectors within any given asset class. 

For decades, multi-asset class diversifi-
cation and security diversification have
worked exceptionally well to manage two
broad forms of portfolio risk: systematic
and unsystematic risk. 

Systematic risk refers to a specific risk
inherent in a market, for example the
Chinese stock market or the New York
Stock Exchange, and is usually driven by
economic or political factors. For exam-
ple, when the economy goes into reces-
sion, the stock market typically declines
and more often than not, the bond market
is flat or up. By owning multiple asset
classes, i.e., diversifying asset classes, we
can manage systematic risk. 

Unsystematic risk refers to company-
specific or industry-specific risk. By own-
ing many companies across multiple
industries, we manage the risk of large,
permanent loss that might come from a
single company’s failure. Consider own-
ing an S&P 500 index versus owning
General Motors. There is more risk of per-
manent loss in owning GM than in own-
ing the broad market of U.S. large compa-
ny stocks. One of the seminal figures of
portfolio theory, William Bernstein, said,
“Given a long enough time horizon, all
companies will go to bankruptcy.” True
enough, but don’t forget that while com-
panies fail, both markets and asset classes
continue to exist.

Many investors and professionals who
believed in and apply the rules of diversi-
fication as a way of managing risk are
wondering, what happened this time? 

We have all watched portfolio values
decline precipitously and wonder if they
will ever recover. Is it different this time?

Is diversification dead?
Careful study of other

financial and economic con-
tractions shows that all asset
classes are behaving exactly
as they did in former peri-
ods of extreme recession or
depression. In crisis mode,
no amount of diversification
provides cover, because
everything goes down. The
real value of diversification
comes as the economy
recovers and correlations
begin to diverge again. For

example, year to date through June 30,
2009, the S&P 500 is up 3.16% while the
BarCap U.S. Corporate High Yield Index
is up 30.43%. A bond asset class outper-
formed a stock asset class by a factor of
10, in the middle of a recession.

Fidelity Investments Market Analysis,
Research and Education Group (MARE)
cite four reasons that diversification is
still a valid strategy.

1. Massive Asset Class Rotation: In
2008, investment grade bonds were top
performers at 5.2% while emerging mar-
ket stocks were the worst at -53.2%. So
far, in 2009, emerging market stocks are
the best performer at +36.2% while
investment grade bonds are laggards at
just 1.9%.

2. Returns can vary widely: Return dif-
ferences between the best and worst asset
classes have averaged 51% for the last two
decades. In 2009, U.S. growth stocks have
outperformed U.S. Value stocks by 15%!

3. Long-term performance patterns
overwhelm short-term divergences: In
the short run, especially during a crisis or
a period of excessive exuberance, assets
tend behave the same. The divergence in
performance in 2009, high yield bonds
and emerging markets, highlights the
value of diversification. Those benefits
become even clearer over the long term.

4. Chasing short-term winners can
backfire: Moving in and out of asset class-
es at the right time can be challenging.
Those who exited high yield bonds or
emerging markets in 2008 may have
missed the recovery in 2009.

It seems diversification is not dead. In
fact, the value of diversification has never
been clearer. Investors who follow the
advice of the Talmud and broadly diversi-
fy are already on the road to recovery,
while those who attempted to time have
missed a large part of the initial recovery. 

Paul Brahim, Managing Director, BPU
Investment Management, Inc., can be

reached at pbrahim@bpuinvestments.com.

BY PAUL BRAHIM,
CFP AIFA

Is Diversification Dead?
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Initial Assessment Free!

412-349-4633
“hands that will make a difference when

it comes to in-home health care”

Est. 1982-2006

CARING HANDS
SENIOR HEALTH CARE

• bath visits
• personal care
• sitters
• 24 hour companions
• home making
• hospital and nursing home care
• someone will always answer the telephone
• available 24 hours 7 days a week

▼Ask about our NO OVERTIME rateon ALL HOLIDAYS

The Marketplace
For advertising information, 

call (724) 468-8360 or e-mail hdkart@aol.com

Vinomis Laboratories 
Introduces Vindure 900 

Vinomis Laboratories has introduced a new super-concentrated dietary supplement based on three widely
acclaimed ingredients: Pure Resveratrol, Red Wine Grape Extract, and Quercetin. 

This is the first product to be based on proprietary science developed at Harvard Medical School, and licensed
to Vinomis. In addition to the long-term health benefits, over 90% of customers are reporting increased energy,
improved endurance, improved mental acuity, improved blood sugar, or weight loss.

For nearly 200 years, scientists have been aware of a phenomenon known as “The French Paradox.” Despite
a high saturated fat, high calorie diet, the French live longer and healthier than Americans. High consumption
of red wine has long been suspected as the cause, but in 2003, a team of researchers at Harvard Medical School
“broke the code” and discovered that 19 polyphenols activate the “SIRT” genes, and 17 of these are found in red
grapes and red wine. These genes produce the Sirtuin enzymes which play a key role in the aging process, and
prevent many of the diseases related to aging such as diabetes, cancers, heart disease, Alzheimer’s, and others.

Two of the most powerful SIRT activators were found to be Resveratrol and Quercetin. Together with an advi-
sory board of distinguished physicians and researchers, Vinomis has developed an ideal combination of these
ingredients, including 400mg of 98% pure Resveratrol, 400mg of red wine grape extract from Bordeaux, France,
and 100mg of high-purity Quercetin which, in addition to its own benefits, enhances the bio-availability of the
Resveratrol, keeping it in the bloodstream longer. Together, these ingredients provide over 900mg of active ingre-
dients in a one-per-day coated tablet. 

Study by Forbes Hospice Director Underscores 
Importance of Positive Religious/Spiritual Outlook 

for Breast Cancer Patients
Women with breast cancer who feel angry at God or are disillusioned with their

faith are more likely to experience depressive symptoms, lower life satisfaction and
worse overall mental health than those who have a positive religious or spiritual out-
look, such as looking to God for strength and guidance, according to a new study
published in the Journal of Palliative Medicine.

Clinicians should be aware that patients with serious illness who are in the midst
of a religious or spiritual struggle are at further risk of diminished well-being and may
benefit from a clergy referral, said lead author Randy Hebert, M.D., Medical Director
of Forbes Hospice, part of the West Penn Allegheny Health System.

“Religion is an important coping mechanism for many women dealing with a breast
cancer diagnosis, and clinicians may want to respectfully inquire about their patients’
religious beliefs so that they can intervene appropriately to help women at risk,” said
Dr. Hebert, who is also Vice Chief of the Division of Hospice and Palliative Medicine
at The Western Pennsylvania Hospital and The Western Pennsylvania Hospital – Forbes Regional Campus.

Dr. Hebert’s study, “Positive and Negative Religious Coping and Well-Being in Women with Breast Cancer,”
enrolled 198 women with early-stage (I or II) breast cancer and 86 women with later-stage (IV) breast cancer.
Recruited from a number of hospitals in western Pennsylvania, participants were interviewed at the time of entry
into the study, and eight to 12 months later.

Positive religious coping was measured by the statements “I’ve been working together with God as partners to
get through this problem” and “I’ve been looking to God for strength, support and guidance.” Negative religious
coping reflected the statements “I’ve been wondering if God has abandoned me” and “I’ve been expressing anger
at God for letting this happen to me.”

While negative religious coping predicted a worse overall emotional and mental health, positive religious cop-
ing was not associated with any measure of well-being.

Unlike many other studies that have explored how religious coping affects a patient’s well-being, this study
controlled for variables such as age and ethnicity, social support, cancer stage and personality attributes such as
hostility or cynicism.

What’s New... What’s New...
COVER STORY:
Remembering How America
Inspired Israel to Enact
Healthcare Reforms

the playing field and reduces complexity. To further contain
spending, Israel developed a widely accepted and respected
Ministry of Health process to evaluate and prioritize new
drugs and devices to be covered in the basic service bundle.
Reasonably immune to political interference, coverage deci-
sions are made by a special commission of experts in clini-
cal practice, scientific research, economics, technology and
ethics. 

Administrative costs are low. There are no separate
health plans for the elderly, disabled, and poor in Israel;
anyone is eligible to join any one of the plans. Employed
workers choose a plan that best suits their needs and pref-
erences just like anyone else, without their employers’
involvement. Plans are encouraged to be creative and com-
pete on the basis of quality, efficiency and patient satisfac-
tion. Member satisfaction is high; only about 1 percent of
the population changes plans each year. 

Unlike in the U.S., where financial incentives are heavily
weighted toward physician specialization, Israeli physicians
are salaried and wages are fairly uniform across specialties.
Government-subsidized medical education costs $2,000-
$3,000 a year. Most students finish medical school debt-
free. Respect for primary care physicians is high and, with-
out a large debt, more Israeli medical students choose pri-
mary care and internal medicine. 

Israel’s higher quality, lower cost and patient-satisfying
health care is rooted in HMO concepts that were developed
here 20 years ago. These concepts crop up again now in
“new” ideas for the U.S. healthcare system: strengthening
primary care via the Patient-Centered Medical Home; estab-
lishing regional, multi-provider integration of care via
Accountable Care Organizations; and instituting payment
reforms which are variations on capitation to remove the
profit motive from clinical decision-making. By themselves,
however, these new programs are unlikely to achieve the
excellent results of the Israeli system. Not if they are graft-
ed on top of an expensive and underperforming “legacy”
system that rewards doing as many tests, treatments and
procedures as possible, without proof of superior out-
comes.

We have another chance to address these big issues right
now. We can seriously question where our healthcare dol-
lars go, how much of our spending buys value-added ser-
vices, and how to remove disincentives to quality and effi-
ciency. We could ask what we want from our healthcare sys-
tem and how to get there. We could conceive a far better
long-term vision. But an overhaul will require the political
will and stamina to create a rational system that rewards the
most efficient, highest quality providers. 

Dr. Karen Wolk Feinstein, President and CEO, Pittsburgh
Regional Health Initiative, can be reached at info@prhi.org.

Continued from page 1

Randy Hebert
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DDOOCCTTOORR  OOFFFFIICCEE
8000 SQUARE FEET

Currently set up as doctor office.
Multiple exam rooms, lab area,
waiting room, file and work area and
private offices.  Two accessible floors, 4000 square feet each. Parking for 50 plus
vehicles. Near hospital and personal care home. Great location, good visibility.
For sale or lease. Washington, PA.

NORTHWOOD REALTY SERVICES – JEAN WATSON
190 North Main Street, Washington, PA  15301 • 724-222-6550 • jwatson@northwood.com

MEDICAL REAL ESTATE

EXECUTIVE LIVING

Upper St. Clair
$1,100,000
Restored brick & 
slate tudor-style 
estate with guest house 

Sitting on approximately 3/4
of an acre, the professionally
landscaped grounds boasts
the main house which has

been completely renovated with new windows,
baths, flooring & more. This 5 bedroom & 5 bath
home has a sunken living room, custom kitchen &
multiple fireplaces. Also featuring a guest house
which offers a full kitchen & bath, living & sleeping

areas and laundry. Additional amenities include ele-
gant pool and pool area, 5 car garage, covered & out-
door patio areas, pond and much more. Great home
for entertaining. 

Call for private tour. MLS # 783831.

RReeeedd  PPiirraaiinn,,  PPPPMM  RREEAALLTTYY
Office 412.343.6206
Direct 412.812.6117
rpirain@ppmrealty.com

Karen Marshall • Keller Williams •  412-831-3800 ext. 126 • karenmarshall@realtor.com Karen Marshall

Peters Township
$1,599,000
Magnificent!

Attention to detail in
every area.  Sophis-
ticated Manor Home
with unique interior
finishes.  Gracious
room sizes through-
out.  Lovely Master
Suite with sitting room and balcony.  Outstanding entertain-
ment area in Gameroom.  Private wooded setting w/pool.
ML#784989

Peters Township
$725,000
Amazing Living
Areas!

Soaring ceilings,
oversized rooms
and an open
floorplan.  Great
first floor
Master Bedroom.  Two Story Foyer, cathedral Living Room,
Bedroom Suites and Computer Room.  Enormous finished
Game Room. Potential In-law suite. Gorgeous Setting with 
private rear yard!  ML#787711

East Washington
$735,000
Incredible Character!

Amazing original details
blended with tasteful
updates.  Original hard-
wood, walnut paneling,
leaded glass windows,
built-ins and bath tiles.  Chef's kitchen w/sub-zero ref, AGA
stove, and gas log fireplace.  Astonishing space
throughout 3 floors of living area.  3 car garage
w/2nd floor ready for apartment.  ML#787199

FOR SALE:
AALLLLEENNDDAALLEE

CCIIRRCCLLEE
22BBRR  TTOOWWNNHHOOMMEE  FFOORR  SSAALLEE

MMoovvee--iinn  ccoonnddiittiioonn..  FFiinniisshheedd  ggaammeerroooomm,,  
AACC,,  wwaallll  ttoo  wwaallll  ccaarrppeettiinngg,,  

mmaaiinntteennaannccee  aanndd  llaawwnnccaarree  pprroovviiddeedd..  
AAttttrraaccttiivvee  WWeesstt  PPiittttssbbuurrgghh  nneeiigghhbboorrhhoooodd,,  aacccceessssiibbllee  ttoo

DDoowwnnttoowwnn,,  II--7799  aanndd  PPaarrkkwwaayy,,  OOnn  bbuusslliinnee..  $$2255KK  

Call: 412-771-3839

For more information, tour or brochure… Call Today or Visit Our Website at www.gloriacarrollteam.com for a visual tour.

Gloria Carroll : 412-367-8000 x242 • The Gloria Carroll Team - Ruth Benson: 412-367-8000 x589 
Patty Pellegrini: 412-367-8000 x232 • Gina Machado: 412-367-8000 x281 • Lora Zylstra: 412-367-8000 x257

PINE TOWNSHIP
MLS# 777354
$1,200,000
CLASSIC NEW ENGLAND STONE
DESIGN!  Evoking the past with
respect for the present, this home was
created with open spaces and areas per-
fect for entertaining!  Island kitchen
w/granite, sunroom, hearth room, and elegant den provide many options for gath-
ering or retreat!  The master suite provides luxury with kitchenette, private loft,
and exercise room.  Lower level finished for entertainment!  Great location and

setting for this 5 bedroom, 4.5 bath makes it a MUST
SEE! Gloria Carroll/Maddie Pinkerton 412-367-8000
x242/x533

RICHLAND
MLS#783491
$620,000
Serene Setting! This 5BR, 5.5BA all
brick home with 3 car attached
garage is a MUST SEE!    The cul-
de-sac location and private backyard
complete the setting.  The family
room w/ 2 sty brick fireplace and
wood floors on the main level provide a warm welcome. Kitchen w/new appli-
ances and beautiful backyard  views. Tranquil master on the first floor and all
upstairs bedrooms have their own bath! Huge finished lower level w/walk-out!   
Gloria Carroll 412.367.8000 x242.

PINE
MLS# 750838
$520,000
This incredible 4 bedroom, 3.5 bath
JJ Herbert and Sons design exudes
an air of dignity and substance
throughout.  Classically styled fea-
tures include dramatic two-story
foyer, hardwood flooring, stately paneled study with built-in cabinetry, designer
gourmet kitchen with granite countertops and stainless appliances, stunning fam-
ily room with cathedral ceiling and stone fireplace, elegant crown moldings and
more.  Fantastic Rabold Fields community!
Gloria Carroll/Patty Pellegrini 412-367-8000
x242/232

Maddie 
Pinkerton

Gloria
Carroll

AUCTION

HARRY DAVIS REAL ESTATE 
Full Service Brokers & Auctioneers

RICHLAND TOWNSHIP
3 buildings on 1 acre • Excellent Investment Property

AUCTION: SEPTEMBER 24TH AT 12:00 NOON
• Great opportunity - develop or rent
• 4011 Cook Road in Gibsonia
• 1 single family residence
• 2 buildings – currently a personal 
care home

• Garage, carport, storage
• Adjacent to busy & growing 
Rt. 8 corridor

• 1 mile from turnpike
• Potential redevelopment

www.harrydavisrealestate.com • 412-521-1170

#AU003301L
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Preferred
N E W C O N S T R U C T I O N

www.PrudentialPreferredRealty.com

NORTH
7. Brandywine Village
8. Chatham Court
9. The Fields of Nicholson
10. Georgetown Square
11. The Heights of North Park
12. The Links at Deer Run
13. The Manor
14. The Meadows at Hampton
15. Meadow Ridge
16. Meredith Glen
17. Wyncrest Estates

EAST
1. Carriage Homes at Stonegate
2. The Village at Stonegate

WEST
3. Madison Woods
4. McCormick Farms
5. Seven Oaks
6. Springer Manor

Connquenessing Twp.
Mars
Franklin Park Boro
Cranberry Twp.
Pine Twp.
West Deer Twp.
Allison Park
Hampton Twp.
Forward Twp.
Adams Twp.
Butler

Rostraver Twp.
Penn Twp.

Moon Twp.
Crescent/Moon Twp.
Brighton Twp.
Moon Twp.

Saturday & Sunday
September 12 & 13

Saturday & Sunday
September 19 & 20

12pm - 6pm

Detailed INFORMATION and DIRECTIONS at

www.PrudentialPreferred.com

Don’t Miss This
EXCITING EVENT

with The Latest in

NEW HOME DESIGNS




